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view from the bridge

O

nly a year ago I was writing of the surge in LCAC
activity following the September 11th attacks.
LCACs had brought supplies to the Pakistani
coast in support of combat operations in Afghanistan.
The Deep Skirt had made its combat debut on LCAC 89,
and ACU FOUR’s Det BRAVO was rapidly gaining experience in night landing operations while setting new
records for flight hours and cargo transferred. LCAC 25,
the first SLEP craft to receive a buoyancy box replacement, had just completed fabrication and had been turned
over for outfitting, and LCAC 44 testing was still in the
early stages. By this time last year, Operation ENDURING FREEDOM was winding down and LCACs were
coming back to the ramps.

Captain Richard W. Hooper
Program Manager

Only a few months after Fleet Support Conference 22,
the international community was called on to address the growing threat in Iraq. A decade of
sanctions and inspections following the first Gulf War had not dissuaded Iraq from pursuing
the capability to produce weapons of mass destruction. The oil-for-food program was not
being used to provide for the needs of ordinary Iraqi citizens. The regime did not make
efforts to remove terrorist training camps in the North, particularly after recent efforts in
Afghanistan and other countries in the region. Despite new inspections and new deadlines
to prove its innocence, the Iraqi leadership chose to delay and prepare for battle.
With the United Nations undecided about how to enforce its own mandates, the United
States, the United Kingdom, and other countries recognizing a common threat launched the
second Gulf War, Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. The LCAC broke new records including an
all-time high deployment of 28 craft in support of two Amphibious Task Forces (ATFs). ATF
EAST and WEST combined transported over 24,000 tons of cargo and 17,000 personnel
including two entire Marine Expeditionary Brigades. After delivering the Marines to the beach,
the LCAC’s role was not over. LCACs undertook new missions in Combat Logisitcs Support, moving supplies, equipment and personnel between various elements of the Navy/
Marine Corps team and international forces. The large cargo capacity, high speed transit
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ability, and accessibilty to beaches proved invaluable in providing a wide range of support to
combat forces in Iraq.
In addition to supporting the war, the LCAC has achieved an additional milestone this year
with the delivery of LCAC 44. This first Service Life Extension Program (SLEP) craft for
Fleet use represents the future of amphibious warfare. The Deep Skirt and ETF40B engines
allow the heaviest loads to be carried under more extreme environmental conditions. Command, Control, Communications, Computer and Navigation (C4N) upgrades provide the
ability to conduct complex approaches by multiple craft from over the horizon, giving tactical
surprise for amphibious operations and keeping well decks out of harm’s way. The C4N
upgrades also provide the open architecture to efficiently support future equipment replacement. LCAC 44 continues to be put through its paces at ACU FIVE, and the formation of the
first “SLEP Det” is anticipated within the next two years. In the meantime, programmed
funding for life cycle upgrades will address immediate issues including radar and communication system obsolescence.
Looking ahead, the upcoming year will see LCAC 25 and 02 returned to the Fleet ready for
operations and ready for thirty years of service life. We will also induct the first ACU FOUR
craft into SLEP and will see them returned to the Fleet faster due to a new production approach to SLEP. These events are not as headline grabbing as the operational successes of
ACU FOUR and FIVE but they are essential to the Navy’s ability to continue those operations
in the future.
The first major battles of the 21st century have proven the need for LCAC and made the
case for SLEP to increase our ability to conduct amphibious operations under any conditions. As the heavy lift arm of the Amphibious Triad (LCAC, V-22, AAAV), I expect the LCAC
to carry more of the Navy and Marine Corps to the operations of the future until the other legs
of the Triad are stood up.
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at the cutting edge
Assault Craft Unit FOUR (ACU FOUR)

I

have been at ACU FOUR now for about six months
and have had the opportunity to meet the majority of
the people that are supporting this outstanding LCAC
program. I have chosen to write this article starting from
a community perspective first and then focus on the Unit
itself. I am taking this approach because I am profoundly
impressed with the entire LCAC community, not just the
wonderful efforts of my sailors at ACU FOUR. When I
first took command back in April 2003, I was somewhat
taken aback when I realized that ACU FOUR is really
three commands folded into one large organization. I
quickly grasped that the Unit had a readiness mission
involving preparing deployment-ready LCACs for operational commanders, another mission to maintain an
Captain Douglas W. Keiler
Intermediate Maintenance Activity LCAC repair capability, Commanding Officer
and an LCAC pipeline crew-training mission. During my
process of getting smarter about LCAC and the missions and responsibilities the Unit is
carrying out, I have been universally impressed with every aspect of the LCAC community
support structure. I quickly surmised that there are dedicated professionals supporting us
across the spectrum of missions we carry out every day at the Unit. I note on a regular
basis that help is just a phone call or plane flight away. From the Program Office, N75, the
ISEAs, the Supply Support infrastructure, the Planning Yard, the SUPSHIPs organizations,
the Textron Marine and Land Systems workers, and many others, everyone seems highly
focused toward improving readiness for the end user, the LCAC crews. In my career, I have
never before experienced such an effective, dedicated, and focused support structure.
If there has ever been proof that a community is doing its job “Above and Beyond” the call,
we have it in the LCAC community. Just prior to the last Fleet Support Conference, the
NASSAU ARG, with three LCAC embarked, deployed in support of operations in the Persian
Gulf. Shortly thereafter, another ten LCAC deployed as part of Amphibious Task Force EAST
(ATF EAST) just after Christmas to support IRAQI FREEDOM. Additionally, five more East
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Coast LCAC, embarked in the IWO JIMA Amphibious Ready Group (ARG), joined the fray in
March 2003. Thus, for several months one-half of the LCAC inventory of ACU FOUR (18
craft) was in the Persian Gulf supporting IRAQI FREEDOM initiatives. And serve they did!
Throughout the deployment periods, these LCAC maintained an operational readiness rate of
over 98%. The LCAC involved became the logistics backbone of the second largest amphibious force put together since the Korean War. Never before has a LCAC deployment of
this magnitude happened in the nearly 20 years that LCAC have supported the fleet. And I
might add, the LCAC numbers I’m mentioning are just from ACU FOUR. ACU FIVE also had
similar very successful involvement in IRAQI FREEDOM with a large portion of their LCAC
inventory committed. The majority of the IRAQI FREEDOM ACU FOUR craft returned to the
Unit by the end of June 2003. The NASSAU ARG (three craft) returned in late May after over
nine months of operations. They achieved a 100% readiness rate for their deployment and
never missed a mission while supporting Afghanistan and Iraq operations. The ten craft of
ATF EAST completed their short notice six-month deployment at the end of June. The
synergistic efforts of everyone (from the sailors on the deckplates at ACU FOUR to the men
and women across the spectrum that comprise the community “Customer Support” structure) made this superb execution of power projection a reality.
ACU FOUR and the LCAC
community in general face
many future challenges so it is
vital that we continue the
community support momentum gained from our recent
collective successes. There
is good reason to believe that
our recent unprecedented
operational surge may be
more commonplace in
tomorrow’s uncertain world.
As the craft continue to age
and we battle corrosion
LCAC from ACU FOUR unloading an M1A1 in Kuwait
control, parts availability, parts
obsolescence, and C4N
degradation issues, maintaining a larger portion of the LCAC inventory in a deployment-ready
status will be difficult. Several initiatives are moving forward that will ease the maintenance
challenges of the future: SLEP, system upgrades, and implementation of a Phased Mainte-
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nance approach. These maintenance initiatives need to be effectively planned and implemented as soon as possible. I am most impressed with the LCAC community support
structure that I have now joined. I am also highly honored and very proud to be in command
of the men and women of ACU FOUR. On a daily basis, they demonstrate their commitment
to excellence and willingness to go the extra mile to get each job done the right way. They
have done an extraordinary job of overcoming any and all obstacles and coming up with
smarter and more efficient ways to maintain craft readiness. They promote pride and professionalism at every turn and do not let declining resources, under-funded programs, or
man-hour shortages get in their way. I have an organization made up of WINNERS and I’m
very proud to be associated with them.

Assault Craft Unit FIVE (ACU FIVE)

G

reetings from Assault Craft Unit FIVE. I have
now been in command for about a year, a year
that has been one of the most challenging and
rewarding times in my career. As you are all aware, this
has been an exciting time to be involved with the LCAC
program. One of our most notable accomplishments to
date has been the wide-scale deployment of up to 28
LCACs to the Middle East Theater of Operations in
support of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. I think we can
all take great pride in one thing, which is the real reason
for this program - every time the Operational Commander had a need, the LCAC answered the call.
Everything else we do is secondary to that primary
requirement. This has been possible for one reason,
the hard work and dedication of all the professionals on
the LCAC team, Sailors and civilians alike. No small
feat, so BRAVO ZULU to all.

Captain Paul K. Susalla
Commanding Officer

In addition to the events we followed in the news, this year also brought us the completion of
the first SLEP on an operational LCAC. LCAC 44 finished her SLEP late in 2002 and is
being put through the paces. To date she has performed superbly, quickly becoming the
favorite of the crews who have qualified to operate her. With the imminent delivery of LCACs
02 and 25 the training of additional crews to operate the post-SLEP craft continues. As we
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qualify additional crews on the operation of the craft we gain more experience and insight into
its unique characteristics, which provides a solid foundation for building a complete training
process.
Not only did this past year mark the first completion of SLEP on an operational LCAC, it was
also a year of many events that allowed us to test our mettle and demonstrate our capabilities. Shortly after the conclusion of the last Fleet Support Conference we were all faced with
the tasking to “be prepared to …” It is amazing the level of activity these three little words
can launch. ACU FIVE was tasked to put together and deploy an unscheduled detachment
of seven LCAC, to be deployed with the ATF WEST. This armada of amphibious ships sailed
from San Diego in mid-January and met up with its East Coast counterpart in late February.
In addition to the myriad other amphibious assets, the amphibious force brought a new high
number of LCAC to the theater of operations, ensuring the Operational Commander had the
flexibility and power projection capability he needed to secure the successful accomplishment of the nations business.
In addition to the surge deployment of Det FOXTROT, this past year included the routine
deployments of ACU FIVE Detachment ECHO with the TARAWA ARG and Detachment
CHARLIE with the PELELIU Expeditionary Strike Group (ESG). I am sure you are all aware
of the significant shift in deployment philosophy with the development and first ever deployment of this new concept. The ESG not only “looks different” from the familiar ARG, but it
has a mission as unique as its composition. Taking a combination of the best of the “Blue
Water” Navy and the “Gator” Navy, this new Strike Group carries with it some Strike, Surface,
Undersea and Air Warfare capabilities in addition to the amphibious capabilities traditionally
found in the ARG. We look forward to hearing much more about this innovative change in
employment of the force.
Unlike normal rotation deployment schedules that each of the ACUs executes from their
homeports, we at ACU FIVE also have our Detachment WESTPAC ALFA, forward deployed
to Sasebo, Japan. Having these craft on a permanent basis provides the SEVENTH FLEET
Commander with the flexibility to immediately deploy amphibious forces anywhere within his
area of responsibility. The Det consists of six craft that routinely embark in and deploy with
ships of the ESSEX Amphibious Ready Group and COMPHIBRON ELEVEN. In addition to
participation in the semi-annual “BLUE/GREEN” training exercises conducted in conjunction
with the 31st Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU), the Detachment was involved in numerous
annual exercises, one highlight of which was the three craft Detachment deployed to EXERCISE COBRA GOLD with Thailand. The “Crown Jewel” of the Detachment was the two craft
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LCAC 57 participating in Exercise
TANDEM THRUST in Guam

Detachment deployed with USS HARPERS
FERRY in support of CARAT, a series of bilateral exercises with the Armed Forces of
the Philippines, Thailand, Brunei, Malaysia,
and Singapore. Whether we are conducting
limited operations in homeport, training the
local Marines, or engaged in the Fleet
Commander’s Theater Engagement Plan,
ACU FIVE Det WESTPAC ALFA stays at the
forefront of SEVENTH FLEET operations.

In the area of non-traditional employment of
LCAC, ACU FIVE was called upon to provide support to fire fighting efforts on Santa Catalina
Island. The island, approximately 26 miles west of Los Angeles, is home to some of the
most remote terrain in Los Angeles County (remote not only because it is 26 miles offshore,
but much of the island is only accessible with heavy duty off road equipment). In the event of
a wildfire, expeditious movement of emergency equipment to the island is critical. There has
been an agreement in place for a number of years to address this situation, should it ever
occur. The agreement calls for annual training events conducted by ACU FIVE and the Los
Angeles Fire Department, which include equipment handling, mainland beach operations and
island beach operations. On the early morning of January 8th ACU FIVE was called upon to
provide support to the Fire Department to move emergency equipment to the island in
support of fire fighting efforts in one of the remotest areas of the island. Over the course of
several days, ACU FIVE provided numerous short notice lifts of fire fighting equipment to the
island, resulting in the successful battle against the blaze before it could cause any damage
to the local community. This makes twice in the last few years that this capability has been
called upon, and this is a mission we gladly accept.
Just like any other team in any endeavor, there are lots of people who contribute. It is the
efforts of everyone involved that make success possible. Far too often we can get focused
on those who we see on the front line or in the pilot’s seat, and we lose sight of the hard work
and contributions of those behind the scenes. The person who does the maintenance late at
night, ensuring equipment is ready when called, the people working in the warehouse, making sure the right part is available, or the technician who repairs the components without
which the equipment is “down.” They are all key members of our successful team and
provide essential tasks for mission accomplishment. To the entire LCAC team, my hat is off
to you for your accomplishments this year.
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introducing...
CAPT DOUGLAS W. KEILER, U.S. Navy
Commanding Officer, Assault Craft Unit FOUR

C

aptain Keiler is a native of Mill Valley California and a 1979 graduate of the United
States Naval Academy. Upon commissioning, Captain Keiler was assigned to USS
GRAY (FF 1054) where he served as the Communications Officer. During this tour
he completed a deployment to the Western Pacific and Indian Oceans. In 1982, he was
transferred to USS OGDEN (LPD 5) where he served as the Assistant First Lieutenant and
the Navigator and completed his second deployment to the Western Pacific and Indian
Oceans. In 1983, Captain Keiler was assigned as an instructor at Surface Warfare Officers
School Division Officers Course in San Diego. After a year as an instructor, he was assigned as the Afloat Training Department Head where he served for the remainder of his
tour. During this tour he earned a Masters Degree in Business Administration from the
University of San Diego.
Following Department Head School, Captain Keiler reported to USS STEIN (FF 1065) as the
Operations Officer. In 1989, he was transferred to Gaeta, Italy where he served as the
Operations Officer in the Sixth Fleet Flagship, USS BELKNAP (CG 26). In 1991, Captain
Keiler attended the Naval War College where he received a Masters Degree in National
Security and Strategic Studies. Upon graduation from the War College, he served in USS
JACK WILLIAMS (FFG 24) as the Executive Officer. Following his Executive Officer tour,
Captain Keiler was transferred to the Strategic Plans and Policy Directorate (J-5) of the
Joint Staff. While on the Joint Staff, he served as the Executive Assistant to the Deputy
Director for Strategy and Policy and as the Special Assistant to the Director, J-5. Following
this tour, he served as a Senior Military Fellow at the National Defense University. Captain
Keiler assumed command of USS WADSWORTH (FFG 9) in February 1998. While in
command, WADSWORTH completed a counter narcotics deployment and was awarded
the Battle Efficiency Award for Destroyer Squadron One, the Chief of Naval Operations
Safety Award, and the Alfred M. Pride award for ASW excellence. Following his command
tour, Captain Keiler was assigned to Tactical Training Group Atlantic where he was responsible for the surface tactical training and assessment of Carrier Battle Groups and Destroyer
Squadrons. Captain Keiler’s personal awards include the Defense Meritorious Service
Medal, the Meritorious Service Medal, the Navy Commendation Medal (three awards), and
various unit and campaign awards.
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watch your SLEP
LCDR Scott Bair, ACU FIVE

W

hen I first arrived one year ago there was lots of discussion concerning LCAC 44,
the LCAC program’s first operational SLEP craft. Everyone was giving me some
quick history of Phase I, progress of Phase II, and oh yea, …I was told to watch
how well she does or doesn’t do. Regardless of the expected outcome, some were quick to
point out that LCAC 44 was an anomaly ... not a true SLEP boat, because she wasn’t getting
a new buoyancy box. At first I thought these were to be used as excuses in case we received a product less than desired, or not up to the billing of what the fleet expected. SLEP
was a work in progress. The only real tangible from several years of planning and contract
execution would be LCAC 44. Would it be a success? Would it be all that was promised, or
would it be the sword on which the program office would suffer a slow agonizing disgrace?
Without giving away the ending, some of these questions still need answers since the first
“production” SLEP craft isn’t due to the fleet until early in calendar year 2004. Please read
on to see how OUR SLEP project has scored so far.
Phase I: 16 Feb - 28 Sep 2001. This
involved major assessment and
repairs to the craft’s hull. To complete
this large task, the engines, APUs,
gearboxes and associated equipment
were pulled to support the removal of
the skirt system, and engine and lift
fan modules. Well over 500 square
feet of aluminum plate were replaced
completing repairs and modifications
to incorporate the new Deep Skirt,
and improved fuel system, which
includes increased forward fuel tank.
LCAC 44 conducting functional check flight
Phase II: 2 Jan - Nov 2002. Major
performance enhancements were included during this phase. The four TF40Bs were replaced by the enhanced ETF40B engines and control system - FADEC. The starboard cabin
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received the largest improvement with the C4N installation, including Bridge Master Radar,
ARC-210/-220 radios, and installation of the SLEP Air Conditioner. Miles of new electrical
cabling and wire were routed to connect all major systems onboard. Toward the end of this
major reconfiguration period came the tedious but successful testing and trials period.
Shakedown Trials: 11-13 September 2002. Passed through
preliminary systems testing with relatively little interruption
from casualties or failed tests. Close teamwork and frequent communication between Textron Marine and Land
Systems (TM&LS), the assigned craft crew and Maintenance Department was key to this success. GSE1 (SW)
Solberg, the SLEP Craft Engineer, provided the daily continuity required for successful completion this project and
gained a significant amount of valuable training in the process. There is a lot to be said for having ship’s force involved with the SLEP process, both from a quality assurance standpoint and training experience perspective.

GSE1 (SW) Solberg

Acceptance Trials: 16-18 October 2002. This was clearly a victory for TM&LS, ACU FIVE
and PMS377 in paving the way and establishing the standard for future SLEP craft. The
typical gremlins associated with surface fleet inspections and trials were absent, with the
exception of two minor issues that were known prior to commencement of the trials. Again,
the trials went smoothly, with no major issues.
Craft delivery by contract was scheduled for November 4th, but was completed ahead of
schedule on 1 November 2002. We (ACU FIVE) immediately started to operate the craft.
After a full and detailed functional check flight, LCAC 44 appeared ready to be added to the
SERVAL/training flight schedule…but not so fast. LCAC 44 delivered, but was not really
ready to participate in SERVALS and training. The “planned maintenance,” a couple repair
maintenance periods and other “upkeep” testing requirements quickly displaced LCAC 44’s
operational schedule. Over the course of six months we only accumulated 26 hours of
operation to “flex” the Navy’s first SLEP LCAC. The good news is that these 26 hours went
nearly flawlessly. The C4N system and enhanced engines performed as advertised and
presented very little in way of Lessons Learned to adversely impact upon how we’re doing
SLEP. This is not to say that each mission was an overwhelming success, or that there is
no need to continue monitoring SLEP progress and performance. Continuous monitoring
and feedback from the fleet will assist the program office in their effort to deliver a better
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LCAC, and will enable us to better prepare for the additional SLEP craft expected to deliver in
early 2004 and follow-on years. As we know from our aging fleet of standard LCAC, many
issues do not present themselves until several hundred hours later.
Data collection, especially in the early stages of SLEP, will pay huge dividends down the
road. This is such a vital process in both justifying budgets and tracking life cycle issues that
the program office has added an additional onsite rep at each ACU to spearhead the data
collection effort. Retired Navy Limited Duty Officer Dennis Gilman has hit the deck plates
running at ACU FIVE, learning LCAC and how we operate. The best advice I can give him,
and all of us for that matter, as we run around trying to keep up with the LCAC program is to
“Watch your SLEP.”

LCAC 44 crew prepares full load for underway operations during
Acceptance Trials
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milestones
ACU FOUR Deployments and Exercises

O

n August 26th, 2002, ACU FOUR Det ALPHA (LCAC 60, 85, and 87) and the USS
NASSAU ARG departed on a scheduled deployment in support of Operation
ENDURING FREEDOM. During the first five months of the deployment, Det ALPHA
participated in exercises DYNAMIC RESPONSE, CROATIAN PHIBLEX, IMAGE NAUTILIUS,
and IRON MAGIC, U.A.E. They also made port visits to Spain, Greece, Slovenia, Malta, and
Bahrain. In January of 2003, NASSAU ARG learned that their deployment would be extended
due to the escalating situation in Iraq. The proud
and determined warriors of ACU FOUR Det
ALPHA answered the call and rose to the challenge of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. Det
ALPHA returned to ACU FOUR in May of 2003
after an arduous nine-month deployment during
which they completed multiple offloads and backloads of 24th MEU personnel and equipment.
The three LCAC of Det ALPHA flew 774 mishap
free mission hours and remained in a Full Mission Capable and CASREP free status throughLCAC 60 participating in Exercise
out the entire deployment.
IMAGE NAUTILUS in Djibouti
In January 2003, seven Hampton Roads-based ships, the USS KEARSARGE (LHD 3), USS
BATAAN (LHD 5), USS SAIPAN (LHA 2), USS PONCE (LPD 15), USS ASHLAND (LSD 48),
USS PORTLAND (LSD 37) and USS GUNSTON HALL (LSD 44), formed Amphibious Task
Force (ATF) EAST. ACU FOUR embarked ten LCAC (27, 36, 37, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 77, and
84) in one the most powerful amphibious forces ever to leave the East Coast. Combining
nearly 5,000 sailors and the nearly 8,000 embarked troops of the Second Marine Expeditionary Brigade (2d MEB) from Camp Lejuene, NC, the force encompassed 13,000 personnel.
The task force, known as the “Magnificent Seven” and the “Beast from the East,” began
making history almost as soon as it deployed. With minimal planning time, the on-load of the
2d MEB was conducted quickly and safely, proving the expeditionary force was indeed ready
to meet the challenge issued by President George W. Bush following the September 11th
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attacks. The surge deployment was completed expeditiously and validated the ongoing high
state of readiness within the LCAC community. This notable surge of ATF EAST was most
successful and, as a consequence, is now driving the Navy to revamp its inter-deployment
training cycle (IDTC).
While in theater, the LCAC of ATF EAST completed over 1,000 flight hours, transported
14,000 tons of rolling stock and 8,000 personnel. LCAC performed crucial Passenger-MailCargo (PMC) runs to and from Kuwait Naval Base, which freed embarked aircraft to perform
other missions. Most importantly, the entire operation was conducted safely without getting
anyone hurt or damaging any equipment. The collective accomplishments of ATF EAST “rewrote the book” on surge deployments. For years
sailors and marines have trained for the eventuality of
a surge deployment, hoping that if such an event ever
occurred, they would be ready. Today, every sailor
and marine that served with Amphibious Task Force
EAST in Operations ENDURING and IRAQI FREEDOM knows that they were ready!
The USS IWO JIMA ARG and ACU FOUR Det DELTA
(LCAC 55, 78, 28, 86, and 34) departed Hampton
Roads on March 4th, 2003. This is the first deployment for the Navy’s newest LHD. We are looking
forward to their safe return from a successful deployment sometime in the Fall of 2003.

LCAC 84 moving equipment of
the 2d MEB to Kuwait

ACU FIVE Deployments and Exercises

I

t has been a year full of interesting events, “high visibility” public appearances and firsts
for the LCAC at ACU FIVE. Public interest in things military have provided a vehicle for
the ACU FIVE team to tell the LCAC story to many audiences. In the last year we have
participated in the San Francisco Fleet Week celebration, the San Diego Fleet Week celebration and provided support to a Presidential visit to Cabo San Lucas, Mexico.
A unique advantage enjoyed by ACU FIVE is its proximity to the entertainment capital of the
world “HOLLYWOOD.” During the past year, ACU FIVE was involved in several productions’
efforts for programming on commercial television. The LCAC was highlighted in segments
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on the History Channel’s popular shows “Mail Call,” which deals with military hardware and
strategy and “Modern Marvels: Military Movers,” a show focusing on military hardware used
in the movement of personnel and equipment.
We were also deeply involved in the filming of an “infomercial” sponsored by the Navy
Recruiting Command. The production will be a 30-minute infomercial and some of the
footage will be used in the standard recruiting commercial we are all used to seeing.
On a level much closer to home, we also provided LCAC visibility on numerous occasions
where a full size LCAC would not be possible. With the use of our “Baby LCAC,” a
trailerable scale model, we have been able to show the public what an LCAC is and explain
what it does. We have also been in high demand by local public and civic organizations for
tours and static displays. Three to four times per month we host various tour groups,
ranging in size from 15-90 people, who take the time to come visit us. We greatly appreciate the public interest in our craft and our people and always strive to put our best foot
forward to let our public know what it is we do for them.
On a more traditional note, our Detachments have also had very busy years. Since the last
publication of On Cushion, a two-LCAC contingent of Det BRAVO completed their deployment to SEVENTH FLEET in support of the bi-annual Cooperative Afloat Readiness and
Training (CARAT) Exercise. This deployment was composed of a series of bi-lateral exercises with the nations of Brunei, Singapore, Thailand, Philippines, Malaysia and Indonesia.
LCAC 33 and 81, crews and the maintenance Det were embarked in USS ANCHORAGE
(LSD 36) for the five month deployment. Highlights of the deployment include six D-Day
assaults, four offloads and backloads of USMC equipment in support of operations ashore
with each host nation and port visits in each host nation, Hong Kong and Hawaii.
After their return, LCAC 33 and 81 were selected as the boats to support the first ever
Material Inspections of LCAC conducted by the Board of Inspection and Survey. Both craft
completed these extensive inspections and tests of systems and capabilities with outstanding results, demonstrating the value of a comprehensive maintenance plan and schedule of
internal inspection and review.
The remainder of Det BRAVO deployed with the USS BELLEAU WOOD Amphibious Ready
Group from June to December 2002. The craft were embarked onboard USS BELLEAU
WOOD (LCAC 13) and USS MOUNT VERNON (LCACs 24 and 32) and ended up conducting “split-ARG” operations for a majority of the deployment. Operating in the vicinity of
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Kuwait City in support of operation EAGER
MACE, LCACs 24 and 32 executed an offload
of shipboard equipment and Marines. Operations during the deployment also included
operating in Jordan in support of Operation
INFINITE MOONLIGHT and conducting
humanitarian missions in East Timor, delivering food, water and building materials to local
officials. Meanwhile, LCAC 13 (embarked on
USS BELLEAU WOOD) conducted single
LCAC 24 at EAGER MACE
craft operations in support of Operation
ENDURING FREEDOM. Amassing more then 300 flight hours LCAC 13 executed six complete onload/offloads of Marine personnel and equipment.
Det CHARLIE spent the first half of the year completing their basic phase training, conducting their pre-deployment maintenance availability. Once those tasks were complete the
crews and maintenance personnel for LCACs 59, 63, 72, and 82 immediately set upon
completion of the intermediate and advanced phases of training with the new Expeditionary
Strike Group (ESG). The ESG is a new concept of deployment, teaming the traditional
capabilities of the Amphibious Ready Group with the Strike Warfare, Air Warfare, Surface
Warfare and Undersea Warfare capabilities of the CG, DDG and FFG Class ships. ESG-1
recently deployed on the first deployment of its kind, taking a fighting force of a new kind to
support the nation’s policy and interests. An additional first for the ESG is it is also the first
ACU FIVE operational deployment of a “Deep Skirt” (LCAC 72).
Mid-way through the inter-deployment cycle, Det DELTA spent this year as the training
support Det. Their primary responsibility is providing craft and support for LCAC crew
training, both at the basic level with Expeditionary Warfare Training Group and with Advanced
Qualification Training. They have also been the primary Det executing local operations in
support of training for other Navy and Marine Corps units.
Det DELTA was also called upon to provide crews and craft to augment Det FOXTROT as
they prepared for an unscheduled “surge” deployment embarked in ATF WEST. This group
deployed in January in support of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM (OIF). The remainder of the
detachment now continues to support AQT and EWTG, logging over 130 hours of underway
training time for EWTGPAC and AQT students.
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Det DELTA is moving forward in preparations for their upcoming deployment scheduled for
mid-2004. Four craft from the Detachment are commencing extensive pre-deployment
availabilities, preparing them for the extensive work up cycle and follow on deployment.
Detachment ECHO departed in June 2002 for Hawaii in support of Rim of the Pacific Operations (RIMPAC), a multi-national joint exercise encompassing eight different countries over
the course of two months. These operations gave all involved an opportunity to work with
various countries as well as 3rd Marines in Hawaii who normally do not conduct standard
amphibious deployments.
After returning home, detachment LCAC 31, LCAC 47 and LCAC 58 began the standard predeployment training with USS TARAWA, USS RUSHMORE, and USS DULUTH. The detachment departed on the 6th of January for what was then the impending war with Iraq. Steaming straight to the Persian Gulf, the Detachment offloaded Marines and equipment from the
15th MEU on a newly poured LCAC ramp at Kuwait Naval Base (KNB).
The mission plan for the amphibious assault was for TARAWA ARG LCAC to land British
Royal Marines on the Al Faw Peninsula, Iraq on “A-DAY.” With the plan in place the detachment developed a framework to make the mission happen. The craft flew into various
beaches in Kuwait to conduct feasibility training as well as multiple rehearsals with the
British Royal Commando Brigade and their various combat vehicles. After preparing for
action, and multiple rehearsals conducted, the Detachment was ready to land on an opposed beach. The initial insertion was made on “A-day” by the Det LCPO, onto Red Beach
in Iraq. As the preloaded LCAC were positioned at a forward beach, multiple SCUD missile
launches were being conducted overhead. This would prove to be the first time that LCAC
crews would operate with CBR suits and gas masks on, truly a daunting task. Upon survey
of Red Beach, it was deemed unsuitable due to the vast amount of mines. The mission was
scrubbed and the Brit’s moved by land further north before crossing over into Iraq.
Ten days later their next mission would come in the form of salvaging two SEAL RHIBs stuck
in the mud around a mine field just two miles south of Umm Qasr, Iraq. With a winch
mounted D7 on one craft and a second LCAC for force protection, the two vessels were
winched out into the open channel unharmed. This mission encompassed traveling up a
river 30 miles and was the farthest North any LCACs have operated in the Middle East.
Detachment FOXTROT left San Diego on January 17th with Amphibious Task Force (ATF)
WEST. Seven ships departed as ATF WEST, including, USS BOXER (with attached LCACs
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16, 17, & 52), USS BONHOMME RICHARD (with attached LCACs 64, 65 & 79), USS
COMSTOCK (LCAC 45), USS DUBUQUE, USS CLEVELAND, USS ANCHORAGE and USS
PEARL HARBOR, along with MAG-16, RLT-1, and CSSG 111. They arrived on station off
Kuwait Naval Base on 24 Feb 03. Offload of embarked Marine units began the morning of
the 24th, with Det FOXTROT assisting in the transport of 520 vehicles (3,520 S/T), 623 units
of cargo (528 S/T), 3,819 pallets of ammo (1,929 S/T), and 4,892 passengers to KNB. This
enormous offload of equipment was completed in less than seven days with zero incidents
or damaged equipment.
After the offload, ships were dispersed to various
operating areas in the North Arabian Gulf (NAG),
creating a unique operating environment for the
Det, similar to split ARG ops. LCAC 45 embarked
on USS PEARL HARBOR for the duration of the
war and 45 completed 28 PMC missions, totaling
81.3 mission hours, moving 276 passengers and
a combined total 1,690 S/T of cargo and mail.
LCAC 45 completed 47 daytime well deck entries
LCAC 45 ready to participate in
and 48 nighttime well deck entries.
Operation IRAQI FREEDOM
The three LCACs embarked on the USS BONHOMME RICHARD (BHR) also completed
various PMC runs, which included VMA 311 and VMA 211 ammo transfers to support combat
Harriers. 33 pallets of ordinance (19 S/T) were transferred between East and West Coast
ships by BHR LCAC throughout the war to facilitate specific Harrier missions. BHR LCAC
also carried mail ashore for the Marines from BHR several times throughout OIF .
The three LCAC embarked on the USS BOXER played a vital role throughout the war effort.
On March 20th, the day Iraq began preemptive strikes against coalition forces, the LCACs
attached to the USS BOXER made a last offload run of MAG-16 gear, 40 QUADCONS(80 S/
T) to KNB. This run of equipment was vital for the air wings to phase ashore, a task that
would have required over 200 sorties. This particular mission required two runs; the LCACs
were called back to the USS BOXER as missiles were inbound. After a short discussion, it
was determined that the gear was vital and the missile attacks were too random to halt the
transportation of gear ashore. USS BOXER’s LCACs also were involved in numerous PMC
runs, to be integral in the Desert Tortoise runs amongst the plethora of ships in the NAG, an
overwhelming task for the CH-53 squadron in Bahrain. The LCAC also made Harrier ammo
runs from the USS BOXER to USS TARAWA to help facilitate Harrier combat missions.
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One last extraordinary mission performed by
LCAC 17 was to transport a mother and her
newborn baby from USS BOXER to KNB. LCAC
17 recovered an ambulance ashore, transported
it to USS BOXER, retrieved the mother and child
and then delivered them both safely ashore.
On 19 May 03, the backload of war weary Marines began for ATF WEST. 443 units of cargo
(398 S/T), 624 vehicles (3,624S/T), and 4,282
passengers were backloaded in a recorded time
LCAC 17 to the rescue!
of six days; again with no incidents or equipment
damage. Before the backload of ATF WEST, LCAC 45 was augmented to ATF EAST to help
them move passengers to ships. During this augmentation, when not being used by ATF
EAST, LCAC 45 moved Marines out to West shipping to include 2,759 passengers.
The Det maintained their craft throughout the deployment with vigor. Major repairs included
replacement of two fuel valve control assemblies, one main engine, one APU engine, one
generator, two lube oil cooler fans, numerous minor repairs, and general upkeep maintenance. Total mission hours for USS BOXER’s LCAC were 100, 160 for BHR, and 238 for
LCAC 45.
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the end of an era
CWO4 Michael Moscatelli, ACU FOUR

W

hen the six ships and ten LCAC of Amphibious Task Force East (ATF EAST)
returned to Hampton Roads in June of 2003, it marked the end of a highly successful deployment in support of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. For ACU FOUR’s
CWO4 Michael Moscatelli, the return of ATF EAST marked the nineteenth and final homecoming of his Naval Career. When the orders came in to make ten LCAC ready for deployment, BOS’N Moscatelli volunteered to serve as Officer In Charge (OIC) of LCAC 37 and 69
onboard USS ASHLAND. The fact that he chose to answer the call of duty when he could
have stayed behind is no surprise to anyone who has ever served with him. He has a wellestablished reputation as a dedicated professional, whose devotion to duty is unmatched.
Though he has never been an individual who sought the spotlight, he is a hero in the truest
sense of the word. As BOS’N Moscatelli
enters the twilight of his long and illustrious
career, his shipmates at ACU FOUR wanted
to pay him tribute by reflecting on his contributions to the Amphibious community and his
30 years of service to his country.
CWO4 Michael Moscatelli is a native of
Bellingham, Massachusetts; he enlisted in the
Navy in January of 1974. Upon completion of
recruit training at RTC Great Lakes, SR
Moscatelli reported for his initial sea tour
aboard the USS INCHON (LPH 12). His following assignments were USS WABASH (AOR
5), RTC Great Lakes as a company commander, and USS MONONGAHELA. BMCS
Moscatelli earned his craftmaster pin at ACU TWO as an LCU Craftmaster in 1990. He was
commissioned via the Chief Warrant officer program in February 1991 and subsequently
reported for duty as First Lieutenant/Weapons Officer onboard USS PAIUTE (ATF 159). His
next assignment was OIC of the beach party team at Beach Master Unit TWO. In January
1995 he began the first of four consecutive Ship’s Boatswain tours on four different ships,
the USS KEARSARGE (LHD 3), USS ARTIC (AOE 8), USS PLATTE (AO 186), and finally
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the USS CARTER HALL (LSD 50). He reported to Assault Craft Unit FOUR in May of 2001
as a detachment OIC.
BOS’N Moscatelli completed his initial deployment as an LCAC Detachment OIC onboard
USS WHIDBEY ISLAND (LSD 41) with the WASP ARG in August of 2002. He was making
preparations for retirement in January 2003 when duty called him to participate in the largest
surge deployment in decades. Upon answering the call, he led his detachment through an
entire Inter Deployment Training Cycle (IDTC) within a two-week span. During Operation
IRAQI FREEDOM, he was the driving force behind transportation of 3,600 tons of rolling
stock, 15,000 pounds of cargo and mail, and over 1,200 passengers. His LCAC flew 320
mission hours and made 120 beach landings without a single mishap. He was routinely
sought out by the task force commanders when planning amphibious operations because of
encyclopedic knowledge regarding all aspects of Expeditionary warfighting.
According to CWO4 Moscatelli “of all my homecomings, nothing can top the experience of
flying back to the ACU FOUR ramp at 50 knots, on cushion.” With 23 of his 30 years spent
on sea duty he is definitely an authority on homecomings. As he prepares to retire in January
2004 CWO4 Moscatelli says “it’s mama’s time now,” referring to Vickie, his wife of 27 years.
He also has two sons, Michael IV and Larry. CWO4 Moscatelli and his wife reside in Virginia
Beach and his hobbies include card-collecting, basketball and baseball. When asked if there
was anything he would change about his career, in true BOS’N fashion his response was:
“Nothing, I would stay for 30 more if they would let me.” Alas, as the saying goes, “all good
things must come to end,” and the time has now come for the CWO4 Moscatelli era of Naval
Service to end. With all endings
come new beginnings and as
such, we wish him the best of
luck as he embarks upon the
beginning of his civilian life.
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salvage mission in the war zone
GSCS (SW) Guillermo Medina, Det ECHO, ACU FIVE

P

re-deployment work-ups prepared all of us for a variety of scenarios that were anticipated in the Persian Gulf. In many ways these scenarios were considered routine
since most of our personnel have spent considerable time in the LCAC program.
Over the years, we have supported a number of operational needs, including deployment of
craft from 100 nautical miles off the east coast of Australia, “over the horizon” T-bone tactics
with Navy and Marine helicopters, the landing of SEALs and Force Recon, recovery of Marine
vehicles in a dry lake bed in Saudi Arabia, and a myriad of other more routine mission requirements. As we sailed from Camp Pendleton for what we thought would be a routine
deployment our anxiety and anticipation grew as we entered the Persian Gulf. Our mission
planning intensified as we practiced routine Amphibious Assault scenarios with coalition
forces. Prior to the onslaught of the “Shock and Awe” Campaign, LCACs 31, 47 and 58
trained for a couple of weeks with the Royal British Marines for an assault on the Al Faw
Peninsula. Our plan was to support Royal Marine missions once the war commenced.
However, due to changing mission requirements, we were utilized in a much different way.
About a week after commencement of the ground war, we received an order that would
require two LCAC to retrieve two SPECWAR 11-meter Rigid Hull Inflatable Boats (RHIBs)
that had grounded in a very hazardous channel that was poorly marked. At mean tide the
RHIBs were stranded approximately 100 to 150 yards inland. During low tide, they were
plotted at approximately 1,000 yards inland. The RHIBs were stranded on the northern most
island in Kuwait approximately three and a half miles from Umm Qasr. Since the tidal water
in the area was extremely shallow and relatively unmarked, LCUs and other conventional
craft could not be utilized and were ruled out as a possible solution for the salvage operation.
Discussions with the chain of command ensued and we commenced planning for the
operation after it was determined that we could provide the best support. Once planning was
complete, each crew member was loaded with ammunition, weapons were locked and
loaded, and we started out at MOPP Level 3. Additional personnel embarked on the craft
included EOD personnel (in the event mines were in the area of the RHIBs), SEALs, and
other Special Combatant Craft crew members. Once loaded, we commenced the mission!
LCAC 31 and 47 launched from the USS RUSHMORE (LSD 47) at about 0500 and pro-
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ceeded to the USS ANCHORAGE (LSD 36) to pick up a D7 dozer that was equipped with a
fifty-ton winch and an EOD Zodiac boat. The Zodiac would later be used to hunt for mines
and obstructions in the vicinity of the salvage operation. After about forty-five minutes of
transit we rendezvoused with two SPECWAR RHIBs that would provide force protection for
both LCAC. As we proceeded with caution to within approximately 3,000 yards of the
stranded RHIBs, we deployed the Zodiac to initiate a close-in search of the area. LCAC 47
established a security perimeter and was standing by for further tasking.
Once the EOD team gave the OK to proceed, we approached to within 350 feet of the first
stranded RHIB and came off-cushion. Under the direction of our two Det OICs, CWO3
Anthony Sabala and CWO2 Mark Willis, the crew jumped into knee-high mud and passed
the winch cable line from the D7 dozer to the first RHIB. The first RHIB was tied off and the
D7 winch was used to position so that it would be facing in the right direction - towards the
channel. The same process was repeated for the second RHIB. After pulling the RHIBs into
a water depth of three feet, the crew tied off the line and the LCAC came on-cushion to tow
the RHIBs to the center of the channel. Once free, the RHIBs proceeded on other duties
assigned and we plotted our course back to the ship.
Shortly after setting our course for the approximately 70 nautical mile return trip, LCAC 47
reported a loss of prop control. Realizing that there was no simple fix for the problem, the
crew quickly rigged the port side in casualty mode and once again started the homeward
bound journey. Now underway again, it was quickly determined that at sub-hump speed (i.e.
12 knots) there was not enough fuel for the return. Craftmaster GSCS (SW) Scott
Greathouse used his well-honed skills and got the craft over hump with one prop, flying
across mud flats and reaching speeds of over 40 knots down the twisting and turning unmarked channel.
The crew finally returned safely into the well of the USS RUSHMORE and as we stood-down
from the mission, the excitement and adrenaline continued to flow. We knew that we had
done something unique that directly supported our forces ashore. Each member assigned
to the mission performed flawlessly and contributed to the overall success of the mission.
We will all remember the mission as one of paramount importance as we continue to meet
challenging requirements and add to the growing list of LCAC craft capabilities, missions and
scenarios that have never been done before.
GSCS (SW) Medina joined the Navy in 1988, became an LCAC Engineer in 1994 , served
as an Instructor at EWTGPAC from 1998 to 2001, and was made a Craftmaster in 2002.
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bravo zulu
ACU FOUR

A

ssault Craft Unit FOUR’s efforts to develop and foster a “Safety First” philosophy
have resulted in the Unit being awarded the SECNAV Award for Achievement in
Safety Ashore in Fleet Operational/Shore Support category for the third year in a
row. ACU FOUR’s safe and healthy work place is maintained through extensive training that
includes two hours of ORM and NAVOSH training for all newly reported personnel, comprehensive audits of the various programs, monthly divisional training, bi-weekly safety Petty
Officer qualification training, quarterly Safety Stand-downs, and multiple Safety/Health
promotionals.
ACU FOUR SEA SAILOR OF THE YEAR 2002
HT1 (SW/AW) Brian T. Cox
Petty Officer Cox is one of the absolute finest Sailors serving with ACU FOUR! He is the consummate professional
and embodies all the qualities found in the most successful
naval leaders. He has contributed significantly toward ACU
FOUR becoming a self-reliant organization fully capable of
performing depot level fabrication and repair of Landing
Craft, Air Cushion (LCAC) structural components, by developing a formal welding school, which has produced 45 highly skilled craftsmen through
training that is unique to this command and is not offered at any of the Fleet class “C”
schools. This new in-house capability has saved well over $200,000 in addition to the
$72,000 that other commands have paid civilian personnel to perform the repair shop management oversight that Petty Officer Cox performs. Additionally, his efforts resulted in a 56
percent increase in welder qualifications within a 12-month timeframe and greatly increased
productivity and the overall level of knowledge within the Repair Division.
In his capacity as welding school instructor and Leading Petty Officer, he plays a vital role in
the overall training and career development of more junior Sailors. His in-depth technical
knowledge of welding, intimate involvement in the establishment of a six-week weld course in
Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) and Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW), which uniquely
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focuses on the engineering characteristics of the LCAC, has showcased his ability to develop ideas and bring his vision to full application. He is a tremendous asset!
In his quest for excellence, Petty Officer Cox invested many hours toward higher education,
which culminated in him receiving his bachelors degree while finding the time in his off-duty
schedule to develop a data bank of various test questions to assist Sailors studying for
advancement exams, and facilitating in-rate training and math study sessions for his junior
Sailors. As a result, his division experienced a 78 percent advancement rate for eligible
Sailors and 90 percent retention rate. As Department Financial Counselor, the budget
analysis and training he provided for over 67 Maintenance Department Sailors resulted in a
marked decrease in the number of letters of indebtedness and Navy Relief Society financial
assistance requests. As assistant Command Physical Fitness Coordinator, he personally
directs weekly remedial PRT sessions, and is an integral member of a select group of
Sailors responsible for administering the PRT program for 523 Sailors.
Petty Officer Cox’s high degree of motivation coupled with his outstanding leadership and
managerial skills has propelled him to the top of his peer group. His involvement in a variety
of command mission areas, development of junior Sailors, and community service involvement has positively impacted ACU FOUR’s mission readiness and effectiveness, and has
provded the local community with one of the Navy’s finest ambassadors.
ACU FOUR SHORE SAILOR OF THE YEAR 2002
GSM1 (SW/AW) Donald A. Armstrong
Petty Officer Armstrong is an absolute top performer whose
strong leadership and managerial abilities have distinguished him as an outstanding Sailor. As R-2 Division
Leading Petty Officer, he has molded 84 Sailors into a highly
effective team of proficient technicians capable of performing a variety of complex repairs that are typically conducted
at depot level activities. In addition, his division attained a
retention rate of 100 percent and an advancement rate of 50 percent, an indication of the
positive impact he has on developing Sailors.
In his capacity as Divisional Financial Counselor, the sound budget analysis and training
workshops he provides have resulted in a marked decrease in the number of letters of
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indebtedness and Navy Relief Society financial assistance requests. The financial stability of
many young families has been positively affected.
Petty Officer Armstrong’s optimistic outlook and “Can Do” spirit has strongly influenced his
subordinates to put forth their very best efforts, and resulted in a notable increase in productivity in all divisional workshops. Under his guidance, these young Sailors completed more
than 300 repairs of 72 propellers and drive train assemblies, which has enabled the Atlantic
Fleet LCAC assets to meet all operational commitments.
Immediately upon his assignment as the Propeller Shop Production Supervisor, he noted
several discrepancies, most significant of which were training and quality assurance standards. Applying exceptional technical insight, he restructured the shop’s training program,
drastically improving all aspects of workmanship and technical expertise of assigned personnel. The standards he established have exceeded all requirements set forth by the Navy’s
quality assurance program and the workmanship produced by his craftsmen was noted as
being of the highest caliber during a recent highly successful COMNAVSURFLANT Fleet
Maintenance Activity Assessment.
Petty Officer Armstrong’s genuine drive to exemplify the highest possible standard of personal excellence, his desire for developing the Navy’s future leaders, and strong connection
to the community, coupled with his outstanding leadership and managerial skills has propelled him to the top of his peer group. His involvement in a variety of command mission
areas has helped tremendously in moving the LCAC program to new levels of maintenance
proficiencies and has positively impacted ACU FOUR’s mission effectiveness.

ACU FIVE

A

CU FIVE received the Annual Health Promotion Award for FY02. The Green “H” is
given to commands that have provided exceptional wellness programs and promoted effective health and care programs. ACU FIVE also received the Pacific
Fleet Retention Excellence Award for 2002 for retaining the most experienced and capable
Sailors. The Bachelor Enlisted Quarters (BEQ) received a second consecutive FIVE STAR
Zumwalt Accreditation Award for the highest material standards and overall customer support. On 12 August 2003, the BEQ was presented with the Silver Pineapple Award by the
American Hotel and Lodging and Educational Institute for successfully implementing performance plus certification and distance learning into their operations.
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ACU FIVE SEA SAILOR OF THE YEAR 2002
OS1 Michael Richards
Petty Officer Michael Richards was selected as ACU FIVE’s
Sea Sailor of the Year for 2002. Petty Officer Richards
demonstrated exceptional leadership and organizational
skills as Detachment FOXTROT’s Leading Petty Officer.
Upon his return from Operation ENDURING FREEDOM, he
displayed superior attention to detail in creating a Crew
Currency Report used to facilitate the tracking of currency
hours for more than 150 personnel. As a result of his keen foresight and extensive professional knowledge, he was selected to spearhead the mission planning of a challenging
amphibious landing. His in-depth knowledge of beach surveys and LCAC navigation ensured
mission success under less than ideal environmental conditions. Additionally, he was instrumental in the creation of an Operational Risk Management Matrix, which was instituted
command-wide. Petty Officer Richards demonstrates the initiative to be the best on- and
off-duty, making him one of the finest First Class Petty Officers at ACU FIVE. Well done
Petty Officer Richards and keep up the good work!
ACU FIVE SHORE SAILOR OF THE YEAR 2002
MS1 Genaro Gimongala
Petty Officer Genaro Gimongala was selected as ACU
FIVE’s Shore Sailor of the Year for 2002. Petty Officer
Gimongala demonstrated an exceptionally high degree of
military and professional excellence as Galley Leading Petty
Officer. His superior leadership, unmatched technical
knowledge, and expertise resulted in the successful
completion of the 2002 Supply Management Assessment,
achieving a score of 98.7 percent. He meticulously planned, coordinated, and executed
numerous special meals such as a Change of Command reception, Fleet Support Conference dinner, breakfast receptions, Reserve Unit Change of Command, and Thanksgiving
Meal. Petty Officer Gimongala is an outstanding ACU FIVE First Class Petty Officer. Congratulations Petty Officer Gimongala on a job well done!
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technology developments
ACU Technology Developments
VELCAC

T

his marks the final year of the Virtual Environment LCAC (VELCAC) Research and
Development project. As part of the Office of Naval Research (ONR) Capable Manpower Future Naval Capability, the VELCAC team, comprised of Government, Military,
and Industry scientists and engineers, worked with PMS377J, ACU FOUR and FIVE,
EWTGLANT and PAC and, most recently, Coastal Systems Station, to develop a comprehensive set of goals to ensure system acceptability and to support an aggressive timeline.
As we begin the process of
transitioning the prototype system
from the Laboratory to the Fleet, it is
instructive to highlight some of the key
goals and achievements over the past
three years.
The VELCAC effort had three main
goals, each of which helped ensure
that the final product was ready for
prime-time exposure to the Fleet
customers. The first goal was to
iteratively evaluate each VELCAC
software build in order to accomodate
SLEP control panel in VELCAC
re-design recommendations. Accordingly, over the past 18 months, the VELCAC team has performed several usability studies, at
both ACU FOUR and ACU FIVE, and redesigned successive versions of VELCAC in line with
the results of these findings. In addition, a Beta version of VELCAC was left with ACU FIVE
for several months, that enabled extensive user input. A second goal was to provide a
system that is portable, networkable, reconfigurable, and inexpensive to procure, operate,
and maintain. Early versions of VELCAC were housed on expensive stand-alone platforms,
used custom-designed input controls (yoke, rudder pedals and N1/pitch prop) and supported
only the Craftmaster position in the traditional (Pre-SLEP) instrumentation configuration. The
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current version of VELCAC operates on PCs and uses COTS controls that can support
multiple crew-member stations in both the traditional and SLEP cockpit configurations. It
can also be networked to other VELCAC systems as well as to other simulation systems
and visual terrain databases. A final goal was to work in concert with the Fleet customer to
develop a comprehensive Concept of Employment (COE) and transition plan for the final
system. Consequently, following a successful run at ACU FIVE, the VELCAC Beta system
was moved to Coastal Systems Station where it continues to be evaluated by both SLEPtrained LCAC crewmembers and SLEP Instructors under the guidance of the VELCAC
team. The data resulting from these efforts will be used to identify points within the current
curriculum where VELCAC can provide the most utility. The use of VELCAC to support
SLEP training can then be determined by inserting the system into the curriculum and
conducting post-training evaluations on graduate trainees. The lessons learned from this
final stage of the evaluation - combined with programmatic guidance from PMS377J - will
form the basis for the VELCAC COE and transition plan.

CSS Technology Developments
LCAC SKIRT FOREIGN COMPARATIVE TESTING

A

s part of acquisition reform initiatives, the Office of the Secretary of Defense has
established the Foreign Comparative Test (FCT) program. The mission of this
Congressionally-authorized program is to avoid research and development costs
and to lower procurement risk by evaluating products already developed by foreign countries
in order to satisfy valid defense requirements. A second purpose of the FCT is to help
promote cooperation with the United State’s friends and allies thereby helping to strengthen
the relationship by making defense procurement more of a “two-way street.” Though the
FCT strives to reduce development costs by leveraging off investments made by other
countries, there are safeguards in place to ensure that U.S. manufacturers are considered
and are not placed at any disadvantage.
Coastal Systems Station has recently received approval and funding under the FCT Program
to conduct Foreign Comparative Testing of LCAC skirt materials that will evaluate the latest
advances in flexible skirt material technologies. The goal is to reduce the operational cost of
the LCAC and improve the craft availability by reducing material costs and improving the
installed life of skirt components. The LCAC Skirt FCT has an objective of increasing the
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skirt material service life by at least 50%. It is conjectured that a 100% increase may be
feasible.
Maintenance and replacement of the flexible skirt system accounts for nearly 29% of the
LCAC operational cost. This is far more than the cost of any other system on the craft and
is more than the main engines, propellers, and lift systems combined. Likened to the tires
on a car, the skirt system is the part of the craft constantly in contact with the surface or
water and is prone to wearing out. Common failure modes include abrasive wear, delamination or blistering of the rubber coating from the base fabric due to extreme accelerations and
water intrusion, and impact damage. The U.S. Navy typically spends between four and five
million dollars per year on skirt components, and this is only for material costs. This does
not include the considerable cost in sailor maintenance man-hours or quality-of-life issues
involved in repairing and changing-out skirt components.
Under the FCT, skirt fabric material costs will be secondary, and life cycle costs will be the
primary consideration. For example, a material with twice the service life of the baseline
material that costs twice as much might still be acceptable, since material cost is only a
portion of the fabricated skirt component cost (so a doubling of the material cost would not
cause the fabricated component cost to double). This does not consider the additional
savings gained from maintenance man-hour reduction, or the benefits gained from being
able to get though a deployment without the need to perform difficult skirt maintenance while
inside an amphib’s well deck.
Three flexible fabric material vendors have been identified to participate in the skirt FCT.
They are Northern Rubber of England, Reeves of Italy, and Trelleborg of Sweden. Phase 1 of
the program will be to evaluate readily-available materials from these vendors. Laboratory
comparison testing of the candidate materials will be accomplished where the baseline is the
current skirt material. On-craft installations of sample skirt fingers will be included. Phase 2
will be to work with the vendors to use the results of the phase 1 material tests as feedback
in order to develop more specialized materials with the goal of further increasing the performance. After laboratory testing and sample finger evaluations of the phase 2 materials
compared against the phase 1 and baseline materials, a final down-select of the best three
candidates will be made. Full-scale installations of the final three materials will then be made
onto three different Fleet training craft for a final extended evaluation.
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As part of the skirt FCT, the specification controlling the LCAC skirt materials, called the
Project Peculiar Document (PPD), will be re-written. The current PPD reflects tests and
values based on the original material developed for LCAC. The final re-write will delete
requirements specific to the existing material and add new laboratory test results to more
accurately reflect the LCAC operating conditions. Hovercraft operating conditions are very
difficult to simulate in the laboratory, and there is no substitute for on-craft testing. However
such testing is expensive and time-consuming, and quantifying the actual operating conditions can be difficult. So, the final PPD will be a performance-oriented specification that
gives a better indication of LCAC service life and reflects the best materials identified through
the material evaluations.
LCAC COMPREHENSIVE VIBRATION STUDY
Throughout the history of the LCAC there has been evidence, if only anecdotal, that numerous failures result from drive train vibrations. The sources of the vibration are equipment
misalignment, imbalance, air flow obstructions, or inappropriate detailed design resulting in
excitation of craft equipment or structures. Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) vibration
limits deal with their specific equipment in relative isolation of the remainder of the craft
systems and components. The new vibration monitoring equipment, such as the
SWANTECH equipment currently being tested on LCAC, provides an opportunity to quantify
and track vibration levels of individual components. The cumulative impact of individual
vibration sources needs to be determined to ensure appropriate thresholds are identified in
maintenance documentation that prevent craft and component damage. A Comprehensive
Vibration Study is being conducted to evaluate the effect of various drive train component
vibrations on assorted LCAC components. Vibration sources to be evaluated include but are
not limited to: lift fans, propellers, and vibrations induced by airflow obstructions. Each
transmission system component inducing vibration is to be evaluated to determine the
impact on itself, other components on its own shaft line, equipment on the opposite shaft
line, and applicable craft structural components.
As part of the study, a mathematical LCAC drive train model will be developed and validated.
The model will be based on the craft rotating machinery components and will be capable of
simulating various craft component imbalances and determining the effect of those imbalances on the other system components. The model will need to address same and opposite
shaft line impacts according to the pre-established requirements.
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CSS, in conjunction with CDI Marine (Formerly Band, Lavis, and Associates), will develop
specific model requirements to define the final capabilities of the vibration model. In general,
the model will be capable of determining craft component impacts due to a single imbalance
and combinations of imbalances. The model can be used to determine problematic frequencies, magnitudes of forces and stresses generated at each system component due to
incremental imbalances.
CSS will oversee model development by CDI Marine and define the areas of concern. The
model will be validated and refined by CDI Marine using US Navy LCAC test data from recent
airflow and vibration testing. A final model validation will be performed through on craft
testing at CSS. Testing will be based on predetermined scenarios formulated by CSS during
model development and will ensure that the model has met the previously established
requirements. One specific facet of the scenarios will be vibration caused by imbalance and
flow restrictions. Imbalance testing will incorporate various imbalance factors on the craft
propulsion system and their isolated and cumulative effects on other LCAC components.
After model validation, a final version will be delivered to the US Navy and will be used to
determine craft imbalance effects on various components and determine how the vibration
levels compare to OEM vibration limits. The results of these reviews will be to develop
guidelines to be used for technical manuals, Maintenance Requirement Cards, Maintenance
Index Pages, and training amendments. These amendments will identify acceptable imbalance thresholds consistent with the design criterion of the various propulsion system components and aid in better maintenance and operation of LCAC. CSS will develop a final
report that identifies the capabilities of the model to predict vibration effects on various craft
components and any maintenance improvements developed through use of the model.
BF GOODRICH LIFT FAN BLADE EROSION COATING
LCAC Lift Fan Blade Erosion Coating maintenance is an ever-present requirement due to the
harsh amphibious operating environment. Over the years, a variety of coatings have been
used in attempts to reduce material costs and/or maintenance man-hours and improve
operational availability.
The original Dunlop U8501 coating provided good results, however, high cost and long-lead
time created the need for alternatives. Belzona/Duratuff brush applied coatings were used
based on lower cost, but they were phased out due to manpower requirements. Powder
type coating was another lower cost procedure that wore out in less time. Over time, re-
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peated use of the powder coating procedure structurally weakened the aluminum blade
extrusion and attachment angles due to heat applied in baking the coating off and curing it.
As a result, CSS worked with BF Goodrich to adapt existing material used on commercial
aircraft wing de-icing boots to meet the requirement for ready-for-issue Lift Fan impellers to
support the SLEP production schedule. The end result is a cut-to-shape LCAC lift fan blade
erosion coating. This coating is cost effective, self-adhesive-actuated by primer, and readily
available. This new erosion coating is equivalent to the Dunlop U8501 coating (original LCAC
design) through on craft evaluation at CSS and the ACUs. ACU FIVE LCAC 63 had four
blades installed Dec 01 with the BF Goodrich coating. After 240 hours, one of the coatings
separated (Jun 03). The remaining three coatings remain in service.
After SLEP LCAC 07, LCAC 08, LCAC 09, LCAC 10 and LCAC 21 will be delivered to the
Fleet with Lift Fan impellers that have the BF Goodrich erosion coating. CSS is in the process of provisioning the BF Goodrich coatings and primer for support by the Navy Supply
System. CSS is also making interim support buys to support ACU requirements.
PHASED MAINTENANCE
At Fleet Support Conference 22, CSS, the LCAC In-Service-Engineering-Agent (ISEA), took
an action to draft a proposal for developing an Engineering Repair Availability Master Job
Catalog that provides a list of all critical items having a known time-based failure rate.
PMS377J reviewed the proposal and tasked the LCAC ISEA to develop a Phased Maintenance Plan which would recommend times for specific maintenance actions on LCAC
components or systems.
The purpose of the Phased Maintenance Plan effort is to develop an Engineering Repair
Availability Master Job Catalog that provides a comprehensive list of critical items that should
be replaced on a time-based schedule. These time-based replacements could be tied to
cycle-times to preempt critical mission system failures. Also, this information allows the
ACUs to more efficiently plan for each individual LCAC scheduled maintenance availability.
The Phased Maintenance Plan will be accomplished in three phases.
In Phase I, the Phase Maintenance candidate items were selected based on ACU and ISEA
input and a data review. This information will define an optimum replacement interval for
selected items.
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A trade-off analysis is conducted during Phase II to determine which candidates are advantageous (cost, logistics factors and LCAC operator/maintainer needs considered) to include in
the Phased Maintenance Plan.
The Engineering Repair Availability Master Job Catalog developed during Phase III will include
the implementation cost and maintenance actions required for the Phase Maintenance
Items.
LCAC AUTOPILOT
The CSS LCAC C4N program has responded to the requests of ACU navigators to modify
the Navigation Data Integrator (NDI) software to make using the LCAC autopilot more efficient. These improvements have been implemented and tested on LCAC 66 at CSS. The
resulting source code revisions have been incorporated into the final NDI version 12.1 software release.
NDI version 12.1 is scheduled to be installed at ACU FOUR during August and September
2003. At that time, all available autopilot craft will be upgraded and training provided. The
new version of NDI (v12.1) will be installed on all available autopilot craft at ACU FIVE starting
in late September 2003.
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NAVSEA Philadelphia Technology Developments
ENHANCED TF40B ENGINES ON LCAC
Introduction

T

he Landing Craft Air Cushion (LCAC)
is used for amphibious warfare missions to embark equipment, troops,
and/or supplies, launch from amphibious
ships, transit at high speed to the beach
under assault, transit the surf zone and
beach, proceed inland to a suitable offload
site, offload rapidly, and return to the amphibious ships for reload and follow on sorties.
The original Top Level Requirement (TLR)
was for LCAC to carry a 60-ton payload 24 nautical miles, in a sea state three condition at
speeds of 30 knots on an 80° F day. The TLR also requires the LCAC to carry a 60-ton
payload 24 nautical miles, in a sea state two condition at speeds of 40 knots on a 100° F day.
With the introduction of new Marine Corps vehicles, the LCAC Required Operational Capabilities and Projected Operating Environment has been updated requiring the LCAC to carry
a 72-ton payload 24 nautical miles, in a sea state three condition at speeds in excess of 30
knots on a 100° F day. Craft performance becomes further limited when considering operations in the higher ambient temperature ranges with higher payloads.
The Navy Landing Craft Air Cushion (LCAC) Service Life Extension Program (SLEP) upgrades the current TF40B gas turbine engine and analog control system to an Enhanced
TF40B (ETF40B) gas turbine with a Full Authority Digital Engine Control (FADEC) system.
This upgrade and enhancement will provide additional engine horsepower, increased engine
reliability, and modern digital engine control equipment. The success of the ETF40B engine
program has been an ongoing effort between the Navy, the LCAC craft builder, Textron
Marine & Land Systems (TM&LS), and the engine manufacturer, Vericor Power Systems.
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Enhanced TF40B (ETF40B) Gas Turbine Engines
The LCAC is outfitted with four TF40B gas turbine engines for main propulsion and lift.
Compared to the TF40B, the ETF40B has a 7% improvement in specific fuel consumption
(SFC), increase in Mean Time Between Overhaul (MTBO) from 2,000 hours to 3,000 hours,
overall lower life cycle costs, and provides anti-ice capabilities.
Compressor blades in stages one through three were increased and materials and coatings
were incorporated to provide more corrosion resistant blades. Three stages of variable
guide vanes were introduced to the inlet and first two inter-stages of the compressor. These
coated variable guide vanes and increased number of blades provide the improved compressor flow technology required to reduce exhaust temperatures and increase available power
during hot weather operations.
The ETF40B engine is a “kit upgrade” to the existing TF40B engine, with both engines being
manufactured by Vericor Power Systems. This kit approach has reduced the technical risk
of engine development. Since the ETF40B engine compressor stages 4 through 7 and
power turbine are identical to the TF40B, a significant portion of the TF40B engine can be reused. This is a significant cost savings to the SLEP program over procuring new engines.
The engine kit upgrade enables the US Navy to retrofit four TF40B engines into four ETF40B
engines and complete the installations in the same engine compartment on LCAC.
Engine Controls
The ETF40B engine is controlled by a FADEC designed and manufactured by Precision
Engines Controls Corp. The FADEC interfaces with the engine to collect operating parameters and also receives feedback signals from the bleed air system, fuel control system and
variable guide vanes. FADEC interfaces with the Control and Alarm Monitoring System
(CAMS) to provide data necessary for torque limiting and load sharing operations.
ETF40B Bleed Air Anti-Icing (BAAS)
For cold weather operations, the TF40B routed exhaust gas into the inlet plenum to provide
the necessary heat for de-icing. While this system was effective for de-icing, it resulted in
reduced efficiency and increased maintenance of the engines due to contamination of the
compressor with combustion products. The increased efficiency of the ETF40B compressor, originally designed for hot weather operations, provides additional compressor capacity
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at lower ambient temperatures. The post-SLEP LCAC configuration takes advantage of the
ETF40B compressor capacity by incorporating bleed air anti-icing valves that extract air from
the 7th stage of the compressor to be routed to the intake FOD screens to prevent icing of
the intake plenums. LCAC 91 was fitted with a permanent bleed air system. However,
based on the ETF40B maintenance burden that resulted from running the bleed air piping
through the already crowded engine compartments, and the infrequent use of the system,
the decision was made to incorporate a portable “bleed air system kit.” Redesign of the
system to provide a bleed air system kit will also provide additional savings in light ship
weight for the craft when the system is not required. The BAAS kits will be carried aboard
the amphibious ship or stored until required for deployment thus minimizing maintenance
and corrosion problems on the BAAS components. Control of the anti-icing bleed air valve is
coordinated between CAMS, FADEC and the BAAS valve. Using the Universal Keyboard/
CAMS interface the operator demands a change in the BAAS valve position from OFF/Low/
High. When FADEC receives the signal it provides CAMS with a confirmation message at
which time the torque limiting table is shifted to align with the demanded BAAS valve position.
Navy Operational Experience with the ETF40B
There are currently two craft in the Navy fleet that are using the ETF40B engine configuration. LCAC 91, delivered on 28 March 2001, was the test craft outfitted with the ETF40B
configuration. Since delivery to the Navy, the craft has successfully logged over 250 hours of
operation. Testing still continues today on the craft to improve overall craft performance.
LCAC 44, delivered on 1 November 2002, was the first operational SLEP craft with the
ETF40B engines and operates out at ACU FIVE in Camp Pendleton, CA. To date, the craft
has successfully logged over 50 hours of craft operations.
Future Plans For SLEP ETF40B Engines
LCAC 25 is the next SLEP craft with ETF40B engines that is scheduled for delivery to the
Navy. The planned date is November 2003 and the craft will operate out of ACU FIVE. Testing and trials are to commence in September 2003. LCAC 02 is set to be delivered to the
Navy in February 2004. LCAC 02 will be a SLEP upgrade; however, with the propulsion
system, the craft will be initially outfitted with the original TF40B engines. Once the craft is
delivered to the Navy at ACU FIVE, the TF40B engines will be removed and the ETF40B
engines will be back fitted on the craft. This procedure of swapping out engines will function
as a maintenance and training exercise for the crew.
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lessons learned
Operation IRAQI FREEDOM
IWO JIMA ARG, ACU FOUR Detachment DELTA

A

CU FOUR Detachment DELTA, consisting of LCAC 28, 78, 55, 34, and 86 deployed
March 4th, 2003, with the USS IWO JIMA ARG in the first ever deployment for the
Navy’s newest LHD. LCAC 34 and 86 were embarked onboard USS CARTER
HALL (LSD 50); LCAC 28, 78, and 55 embarked onboard USS IWO JIMA (LHD 7). In June
the three LCAC embarked on USS IWO JIMA moored to Pier 9 in Mina Jebel Ali, UAE. The
following lessons learned are provided:
Port Characteristics
Mina Jebel Ali is the largest man-made industrial port in the world. There is an enclosed area
known as the sandbox, which has numerous vendors, fast food, laundry, three pools, USO,
phone, Internet, basketball, volleyball, and more. Currency for everything was U.S. dollars.
Pier 9 where the USS IWO JIMA was berthed is the refueling pier. There was a lot of merchant traffic coming and going from the berth directly aft of the USS IWO JIMA that made

Marines from 26th MEU get a lift to the USS IWO JIMA
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egression of the well deck a tight maneuver. Once out of the well deck winds were typically
15-20 mph and steady, pushing towards the pier. The depth of the water was 80 feet.
The Mooring Evolution
Each craft came off cushion from the port bow of the LHD and made a nice slow easy
approach into the pier using bow thrusters. All personnel on deck wore Automatically Inflatable Life Preservers (AILP). No topside personnel handled lines aft of frame 15 until that side
was shut down. Navigators acted as safety observers on all craft during approaches. All
communications with the USS IWO JIMA, LCAC, and line handlers was conducted via handheld radios. Detachment maintenance personnel served as line handlers.
Concerns While Moored
Bits on the piers were 90 feet apart and only two were available to use mooring the bows.
Due to a tidal range of up to seven feet, line tension both to the LCAC and USS IWO JIMA
was a constant concern. An attempt was made to utilize portable fenders from the ship to
provide a cushion between the breasted craft, but they proved to be too small in diameter to
act as much of a buffer. One of the ways this problem was alleviated was to place a stern
line from LCAC 55 (the craft closest to the ship) to the USS IWO JIMA. This line helped keep
LCAC 28’s (the craft closest to the pier) port quarter off the pier 9 fenders and reduce the
potential for bumper damage against the fender from vertical motion. It also aided in keeping
the formation square. Access to all craft was from an accommodation ladder to a fender to
the line handler station; craft to craft access was via the line handler station. The height of
the pier from the deck of the craft was approximately ten feet, so winds were no longer a
problem; however, the heat turned into a major concern. The dry bulb temperature reached
104° F in the shade; the heat index was as high as 118° F. LCAC 28 set up a tarp for watch
stander and maintenance personnel protection. Uniforms while on the craft were shorts,
boots, and t-shirt. All craft utilized aviation barrier material inside the STBD cabin to reflect
sunlight in an attempt to reduce the temperature inside.
Security Considerations
ACU FOUR personnel stood watches onboard the craft. There was a sentry tower manned
around the clock by a U.S. Marine at the head of the pier. A harbor security unit from Bahrain
manned a harbor patrol boat to monitor harbor movements.
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training
ACU FOUR Training

W

elcome to Assault Craft Unit FOUR Training Department! Exciting things continue to happen in our department. Our primary mission is to train and certify
prospective Landing Craft Air Cushion (LCAC) crew members in the proper
operation and employment of 36 LCACs in support of Amphibious Operations worldwide.
We also support all aspects of LCAC training from Full Mission Trainer (FMT) to Advance
Qualification Training (AQT). The FMT and AQT programs are primarily for the
Craftmasters, Engineers, and Navigators to obtain the classroom and underway operating
experience necessary to become fully qualified crew members. Prospective Deck Engineers and Loadmasters complete a “state of the art” classroom course and log 50 training
mission flight hours to gain hands on experience necessary for full qualification.
Before training can even commence, prospective LCAC crew members must meet prescreening requirements. For Craftmasters, Engineers, and Navigators, this includes a
preliminary validation of their ability to multi-task in a high stress environment. As of Spring
2003, with the arrival of CogScreen at ACU FOUR, this assessment is now conducted
locally. Previoiusly, an LCAC candidate had to travel to Pensacola Florida for the testing at
no small cost to the ACUs. Former Deck Engineer Instructor GSM2 (SW) Adam Holland
was the first ‘student’ to pass the in-house CogScreen test and has moved on to train as a
prospective LCAC Engineer. On average, ACU FOUR screens two to three candidates per
month using CogScreen. Additionally, having the candidates come to the ACU affords a
greater opportunity to put “eyes on target” for Training Department instructors enabling a
more accurate screening to occur.
During the period August 2002 to September 2003, the 25 instructors assigned to the Training Department provided advanced qualification training for 18 Starboard Cabin LCAC crew
members, recertified five others, and assisted with annual re-qualification for all other crews.
Additionally, EWTGLANT FMT instructors were supported by ACU FOUR craft, Deck Engineers, and Loadmasters, providing pipeline students with increasingly complex missions
during their demanding 17-week curriculum. Also, Loadmaster and Deck Engineer instructors trained and certified 35 personnel as crew members, ensuring a continuing flow of vital
junior personnel into the program.
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The Training Department performed Commanders Assessment of Readiness and Training
(CART 1) on one detachment and seven craft during the Inter-Deployment Training Cycle
(IDTC). The CART inspection provides the foundation for all subsequent training and maintenance of craft early in the IDTC. The inspection covers all structural, equipment, and
equipage aspects of the craft as well as an administrative inspection of all craft logs and
management programs. The Training Department contributed inspectors to support an
abbreviated readiness assessment of ten LCAC conducted by COMNAVBEACHGRU TWO
in support of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM ATF EAST deployment.
AQT students receive training on the Mission
Planning and Analysis and LCAC Performance Analysis Systems (MPAS/LPAS).
Ongoing upgrades to MPAS continue to
improve the capabilities of this mission
planning support tool. LPAS data is regularly
provided to NAVSEA Philadelphia Code 9353
in support of possible future trend analysis
purposes.
Training Department personnel were enthusiastic participants in the LCAC SLEP Training
Working Groups (TWG), hosting the July 2003 TWG and the Virtual Environment LCAC
(VELCAC) Intermediate Feasibility Experiment (IFE) 3 Demonstration. Additionally, instructors BMCS (SW) Lipponen, QMC (SW) Newman, GSM1 (SW) Faircloth attended the CSS
SLEP Interim training Operator, Engineer, and Navigator courses in September 2002.
LCAC 67 gets directions in Kuwait

The NEC awarding Prop and Lift (taught by EWTGPAC Instructors GSM2 Pargas and GSM2
Bobis) and Craft Control (taught by EWTGPAC Instructors) maintenance courses were
exported from the West Coast in July 2003 and August 2003 respectively, saving ACU FOUR
approximately $60,000 in individual student TAD costs, and improving NEC manning and unit
readiness. The class was a resounding success for the 14 participating students. Additionally, for the first time since EWTGLANT ceased teaching the course, the LCAC Officer-inCharge training course was exported to ACU FOUR from EWTGPAC in August 2003. Led
by LT Jim Alger, this course was particularly welcomed as not only ACU FOUR LCAC OICs,
but also selected BEACHGRU and PHIBRON staff, attended the required course.
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In April 2003, following the annual LCAC SEAOPS Conference in Panama City, FL, ACU
FOUR assumed duties as SEAOPS Model Manager. The first priority for ACU FOUR was to
publish the comprehensive SEAOPS changes, including significant mission planning and
briefing guidance and improvements. At the April 2003 conference, LCAC Subject Matter
Experts (SME) reviewed all aspects of mission planning and briefing, recognizing that conflicts and confusion existed within the current manuals. As a consequence, the SMEs
developed a completely new chapter for the SEAOPS Operation and Casualty Procedures
(OCP), establishing a minimum planning standard and a mission planning checklist. As the
fleet employs the new procedures, feedback from the LCAC community will certainly be
forthcoming and welcome, and will provide the basis for future SEAOPS mission planning
improvements and changes.
ACU FOUR encourages off duty educational opportunities. The Training Department continued its association with the Navy College Office and Troy State University. Each school
term, using ACU FOUR’s classroom facilities, Troy State University teaches nighttime and
weekend graduate classes. From July 2002 through the end of this term in August 2003, a
total of 26 courses were held with 454 enrollments. During the period of 1 July 2002 through
30 June 2003, 101 ACU FOUR personnel used tuition assistance and enrolled in 233 college/
vocational courses. A total of 22 personnel enrolled in the Navy College Learning Center with
seven completion certificates earned. Additionally, the Navy College Office provided 217
SMART transcripts to ACU FOUR personnel during their “indoctrination” training.
In support of present and future LCAC mission planning developments and improvements,
the Training Department recently purchased 36 Palm Pilot PDAs for use by ACU FOUR
instructors and students, crew members and detachment Officers-in-Charge. Mission
planning software tools will be loaded on the Palm Pilots, and new accession students,
experienced crew members, and Officers-in-Charge will be trained in proper use by Training
Department instructors.
Consistently exploiting innovative mechanisms to improve student and crew member training, the Training Department recently purchased $9,000 in video hardware and software with
a digital camcorder and camera. We have been recording videos to supplement training
lessons and PowerPoint presentations to give the students a better understanding of their
responsibilities; in particular, those that are not easily understood in a classroom environment (e.g., during towing, well decks, and other risky or complex evolutions). Many projects
are in the works, from videotaping the conduct of LCAC pre-mission checks to facilitating
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understanding normal Rules of the Road traffic situations at sea. Additionally, beach and
onload operations at Camp Lejeune, NC, will be filmed.
Training Department Interest Items:
Senior Olympians invade! Deck Engineer Instructors GSM2 (SW) Cummins and GSE2
(SW) James volunteered to spearhead coordinating ACU FOUR’s participation in the Senior
Olympics. No, we did not provide any athletes…but we did host the highly successful 5K
Race Walk event for this very high visibility national competition. Representatives from every
department at ACU FOUR were proud to volunteer and were inspired by the enthusiasm and
competitiveness of the athletes.

ACU FIVE Training

A

CU FIVE Training Department continues to spearhead technology, manning, and
readiness initiatives within the LCAC community. Throughout the past year, the
department has continued to refine and improve our training methods and increase
the scope of syllabus to ensure that all ACU FIVE crews are trained to the highest standard.
From June 2002 to June 2003, the Training Department recertified 128 LCAC crew members
and has qualified nine Craftmasters, eleven Engineers, and eight Navigators. Additionally,
the department completed four Loadmaster courses and three Deck Engineer courses,
resulting in 16 newly qualified Loadmasters and 40 new Deck Engineers. Congratulations to
all newly qualified crew members; your accomplishment is a significant one!
The Training Department continues its Multi-National Training Program, most recently by
sending SMCS (SW/AW) Cass, BMCS (SW) Moore, GSMC (SW) Cholger, and QM1 (SW)
Bischoff to Kure, Japan to assist the Japanese Maritime Self Defense Force (JMSDF) LCAC
crews in the set-up and operation of their newly installed Full Motion Trainer. Historically, the
Japanese have flown to the U.S. to attend training through the EWTGPAC/ACU FIVE pipeline. While this was an excellent travel and training opportunity for the Japanese students, it
came at great expense to their government. Over the next year, two JMSDF LCAC crews
will return to California to observe the formal classroom and underway training given to U.S.
students, and then will return to Japan for instructor training. Ultimately, JMSDF LCAC crew
training will be phased into the Japanese Navy’s training program, and all follow-on relief
crews will be trained in-house at the newly established training facility in Etajima, Japan.
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The Pre-School Indoctrination (PSI) program for LCAC Navigators is turning out to be a great
success. By having prospective Navigators arrive at ACU FIVE a few months prior to their
EWTGPAC class convening, the students are able to learn a great deal about the scholastic
requirements throughout the pipeline, not to mention craft characteristics, capabilities, and
operations. This is accomplished by allowing the prospective Navigator to work with the
Operations Department for a short period to observe qualified Navs at work, as well as FMT
time to introduce the student to craft systems and gear operation. At the time of this writing,
the first two PSI students are in class at EWTGPAC, and the word from their instructors is
that the PSI training has shown to provide significant improvement in both test scores and
operational abilities for the students. Currently, there are four PSI Navigators slated for the
August 2003 class, and once they graduate, ACU FIVE Navigator manning will continue to
improve!
The Advanced Qualification Training (AQT) course received a major overhaul prior to the April
2003 class convening, incorporating the latest changes from the SEAOPS conference, as
well as the inclusion of Autopilot/EGI training and Beach Survey instruction.
Off-duty educational opportunities abound as ACU FIVE and Palomar College continue to
work together to provide on-site college classes to Sailors and Marines in the Camp
Pendleton area. A variety of subjects are available each quarter, and generally include
Philosophy, Math, Spanish, and History. Additionally, ACU FIVE continues to host the Covey
Institute’s “Seven Habits of Highly Effective People” course. This course provides insight
and guidance on effective leadership skills to Camp Pendleton personnel.
Finally, ACU FIVE Training Department would like to welcome LCDR David Hulke back to the
LCAC community. Commander Hulke returns to ACU FIVE after 12 months on the
COMNAVFOR KOREA staff. Fair winds to QM1 Dave Kennison, who transfers to ACU
FOUR in June 2003.
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safety
ACU FOUR Safety

T

he effectiveness of ACU FOUR’s Safety Program is quite evident upon review of
mishap trends for the past four years. Each year, there has been a steady decline in
on- and off-duty incidents. This strong record is attributable to a keen emphasis on
safety at every level, from the most junior sailor to the commanding officer.
The Safety Department is taking some innovative steps to try to improve our workplace. We
have implemented two new ergonomic projects that will better enhance the working environment for our maintenance personnel. The first project involves the development and fabrication of six propeller stands, allowing the sailor to manipulate the propeller and hub along a
variety of axes. It is hoped that this effort will eliminate the possibility of injury from back and
arm strain. The second initiative involves building a lift platform to assist in the lifting and
lowering of the port air conditioning units. Currently, sailor power is the only method of lifting
this equipment into place. Additionally, there are expectations of future ergonomics projects
that will help in lifting the skirt system for bag repairs. After each of these projects has been
tested thoroughly, any successes will be shared with the LCAC community.
It is the goal of the Safety Department, and all members of ACU FOUR, to make this year
another award winning and mishap-free one.

ACU FIVE Safety

G

round Operations and Safety Department performed flawlessly over the past year,
supporting the command’s mission expertly. Ground Operations has maintained an
impressive 97-percent availability of all assigned equipment (that includes 148 items
of Weight Handling Equipment (WHE), Material Handling Equipment (MHE) Civil Engineering
Support Equipment (CESE)). Utilizing the department’s two Marine Travel Lifts, the department completed over 970 LCAC moves into and out of the eight maintenance hangers and
around the apron, all without incident. By far, the busiest time for the department was preparing for the recent Surge in support of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. During this time,
Ground Operations set a personal record when they completed 12 LCAC moves in one day.
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Also this year, Ground Operations personnel have been working closely with the Naval Crane
Center to complete the incorporation of the Marine Travel Lift into a new chapter of the
NAVFAC P-307, “Management of Weight Handling Equipment.” The new chapter is expected
to be implemented in September 2003 and ACU FIVE’s crane program is already in full
compliance of the new requirements. Noteworthy as well is the Ground Operation’s licensing program. Another year has passed of safe, mishap free operation of ACU FIVE’s weight
handling, aviation support, and material handling equipment due to the department’s aggressive and thorough licensing program. The Department’s Support Equipment Self-Help
Rehab program continues its superior work with another A/M27T-5 Hydraulic Test Stand
being completely overhauled and powdered coated. A noticeable transformation is also
taking place with the command’s aging “White Fleet.” The look and performance of the
“Fleet” continue to improve as most of the older vehicles are traded out under the CNO
mandated GSA contract conversion.
Since the last edition of On Cushion, the Safety Department has continued to demonstrate a
strong dedication to safety. This has been accomplished by conducting extensive amounts
of training, performing daily safety walkthrough inspections, Division in the Spotlight inspections, and providing informative safety stand-downs. During the past year, emphasis has
also been focused on efficient communication between safety and other departments, up
and down the entire chain of command. The Safety Department recently converted to the
WESS 1 online reporting system for the
Naval Safety Center. This conversion has
made reports to the Safety Center more
efficient, and has provided the command with
an easy to use, thorough method of log
keeping.
The future continues to look bright for Ground
Operations/Safety, with many new items
scheduled for delivery over the next 24
months. The last of the old GSA fleet is
expected to be replaced, giving the command
a completely new fleet of vehicles of all types “Bluefoot” recovering LCAC 44
to work with. The second Travel Lift, nicknamed “Bluefoot,” is scheduled to undergo an
extensive rehab within the next year. This will extend its service life many more years. Also,
three new fuel trucks, a sweeper truck and a Hobart generator are due to be delivered within
the next two years, greatly reducing the workload for the maintenance team.
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maintenance
ACU FOUR Maintenance
R0 DIVISION

O

ver the past twelve months, ACU FOUR conducted major repair availabilities (RAV)
on 36 LCAC. Production Control managed and coordinated these complex work
packages efficiently, ensuring timely completion of all associated maintenance and
repair tasks on time. The Planning and Estimating (P/E) Division managed the planning,
processing, material procurement, and completion of over 3,100 work requests. Of these,
1,700 required writing, issuing, and tracking of Controlled Work Packages (CWP), or Formal
Work Packages (FWP) that use the highest level of Quality Assurance (QA). Additionally,
mechanical planning developed three new FWP pertaining to flexible hose and hard pipe
manufacture. These additional packages enhanced reliability of numerous mission critical
LCAC systems. The P/E Division was reorganized and streamlined during this period. To
place emphasis on ownership and reduced craft down time, a dedicated Ship Supervisor
was assigned to track maintenance projects to completion. In preparation for deployment of
ATF EAST, the Technical Library reproduced and issued over 1,200 technical manuals.
Technical Library personnel also installed over 500 tech-manual updates and revisions while
flawlessly maintaining the remaining technical publications, computer based drawings, and
other reference materials.
R1 DIVISION
Over the last year, Hull division shop personnel have completed of over 1,170 linear feet of
structural member repair/replacement, plating and crush box repairs, saving over $150,000
in contractor cost. Most notable accomplishments:



Installation of the Craft Alteration 361D onboard LCAC 41. This alteration consisted of
a complete modification of the lift fan bearing support and required precision fit-up and
welding techniques. Through exceptional craftsmanship and attention to detail, personnel
completed manufacturing and installing bearing supports on #2, 4, 6, and 8 lift fans and
returned the craft to full mission status.
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Completed bag bar modifications on LCAC 88. This maintenance action required the
removal of the hinge pin assembly and replacing it with a 14-foot section of aluminum bag
bar. This effort provided the required support in the aft section of the flexible skirting system,
greatly increasing the life of the flexible skirt.



Shop 11A removed and replaced over 150 square feet of corroded flame shield
bulkheads to the port and starboard main engine bulkheads of the buoyancy box on LCAC
89. They removed and replaced 50 linear feet of wet deck stiffeners and 40 square feet of
damaged decking and bulkheads on LCAC 89 during operations.



Completed depot level repairs to LCAC 89 buoyancy box that consisted of removing
28 square feet of damaged aluminum plating and 18 linear feet of structural members. Shop
personnel expended 300 man-hours to complete this depot level repair that presented
numerous obstacles and detailed design specifications. The effort was completed two days
ahead of schedule while satisfying all safety and quality assurance requirements.
The Corrosion Control Workcenter completed 65 corrosion control inspections, replaced 25
cabin windows, performed fiberglass repair on eight Bow Thrusters, and replaced the erosion tape on 30 rudders and stators during the past year. Notable accomplishments include:



Completed the removal and replacement of # 2 and 4 stator plates, four port and
starboard stator mono-balls on LCAC 15, restoring the craft to original design specifications.



Completed the removal and replacement of the cushion vane corrosion tape on
LCAC 49, greatly improving operating efficiency and reducing wear.



Completed fiberglass repairs of numerous cracks in the port and starboard shaft
covers of LCAC 54 to enable the craft to meet safe operating requirements.



Completed repairs on LCAC 15, 40 and 50 of damage port rudders caused by the
rudder hitting the stators. Each repair required the removal of one-foot section of damaged
aluminum plating. The shop manufactured and installed a new section, returning the craft to
full mission status.
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R2 DIVISION
The Mechanical Division personnel have worked hard to develop an even greater “can-do”
atmosphere in shop. With the newly added CNC machines the Gas Turbine mechanics and
machinists have decreased repair/replacement cost, created a rotatable replacement pool,
and increased production by 50% saving millions of dollars in maintenance funds. Listed are
a few of most notable performance achievements:



Machine Shop Work Center completed 84 work requests requiring the manufacture
of more than 2,500 repair parts with a savings of well over $100,000 in replacement cost.



Hydraulic Shop Work Center implemented an in-shop repair and overhaul procedure
for LCAC hydraulic modules, rudder actuators, and ramp actuators; components previously
designated depot level repairable. Their efforts produced a rotatable pool, and a cost savings in excess of a million dollars in depot level repairs per year.



Gas Turbine Engine Work Center developed innovative repair methods, which increased productivity by reducing the man–hours required to overhaul the TF40B Engines
and the T-62T Auxiliary Power Units (APU) by 50%. This capability allowed the item manager
to forward damaged APUs to ACU FOUR for repair saving $1,371,000 annually.



Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Work Center repaired and overhauled 73 port and
starboard A/C units saving $287,000 in replacement costs.
R3/4 DIVISION
Over the last year the Electrical and Electronic Division maintenance personnel demonstrated superior technical proficiency saving the Navy a million plus dollars in contractor fees
and craft down time. Notable accomplishments include:



Gas Systems Electronics Shop (51B). Continued to expand their repair capabilities,
by rebuilding 14 Rudder Actuators saving $420,000 in replacement costs, numerous main
engine and shore power cables repairs saving $150,000, and rebuilding multiple wiper
system components saving over $20,000 in replacement cost. Shop personnel expended
48 man-hours to complete each installation of Craft Alt 451D on LCAC 83 and 89 and saved
the Navy over $41,000.
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Micro Miniature (2M) Repair Shop (67M) has proven to be the Navy standard of
excellence. The Commanding Officer of Fleet Technical Support Center Atlantic stated,
“ACU FOUR is a model example of how a 2M/MTR program is implemented and maintained.
BZ to all involved.” Further shop efficient achievements are:

•

Completed repairs to 116 components and circuits cards saving over
$400,000 in repair parts. Notably, during the 2nd Quarter 2003 ACU FOUR 2M lab technician
ET3 Peak was recognized as being #5 on the SURFLANT Top Cost Savers list, saving
$102,734 avoidance cost on eight repairs.

•

The 2M lab techs completed two Gold Disk for Fleet use that will aid in cost
and CASREP avoidance fleet-wide, saving thousands of dollars in man-hour cost.

•

2M Lab was identified by naval message (101639Z Mar 03) as one of the top
three cost savers among shore Commands on the East Coast for Module Testing and
Repair.
R5 DIVISION
The Support Equipment Work Center maintenance personnel’s diligent work efforts drastically increased Unit efficiency. Their efforts produced a “Ready For Issue” equipment rate
improvement from 23% to 74% availability in support of LCAC maintenance. They devoted
approximately 280 hours of overtime reorganizing assets; recycling $500,000 in reusable
resources for other military commands. Tool Issue maintenance personnel built a database
and completed inventory of over 22,500 hand tools, streamlining inventory to approximately
20,000 certified, calibrated, and weight tested items to support LCAC maintenance and
deploying LCAC detachment groups. This database inventory has reduced maintenance
tool replacement cost by $10,000 quarterly.
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ACU FIVE Maintenance
4M - MATERIAL MAINTENANCE & MONEY MANAGEMENT

T

he great thing about being in a maintenance billet is knowing that we’ll never be
short on work, or out of a job. The bad part about being in a maintenance billet is the
knowing that there will always be more work than there is money to cover it. We
figure if it was easy, then the aviators would be doing this. One of the ways to be successful
in “maintenance” is to understand and then attack the challenges involved. In stepping up to
the challenges of craft maintenance, one must first understand that operations drives maintenance, but aging craft, saltwater and sand have had an added effect
of increasing the manpower and money drain as well.
The maintenance team here at ACU FIVE has prided itself on being
able to tackle the toughest jobs. We’ve also taken the approach to do
as much as we can to limit the cyclic failures associated with not only
erosion and corrosion, but also component and system failures.
Specifically, our recent installation of Deep Skirt on LCAC 72 is an
example where we put our money where the solution is – “getting the
craft out of the harsh environment.” LCAC 72, heading into a predeployment availability was in need of nearly an entire skirt. We took
this opportunity to improve her performance while simultaneously
providing some preventive maintenance by slating her for Deep Skirt.
Purchasing the skirt was the easiest step of the project, although this
did not go as easily as one would expect. Deep Skirt is not carried in
the Navy Stock system and is made to order with a minimum threemonth delivery. We received some logistic help here through the
Program Office. We borrowed a Deep Skirt from SLEP assets to
keep us on schedule with our availability. The structural modification
required as part of the installation was well within the technical capability of our 26A shop, but we brought the ISEA representative out to
oversee our three-man team and provide training on the “first goaround.” HT2 Barnes, HT3 Harshner, and HT3 Heck completed two
weeks of structural modifications prior to the skirt material arriving, so
this worked to our advantage. Hanging the skirt was primarily a Det.
Maintenance tasking; however, there was considerable support from
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our skirt shop in terms of fastener and tool support. The long awaited operational test was
conducted without incident, and we expect to save money over the next couple years in cost
avoidance measures by not having to repair (patch) props and lift fan blades as often as is
currently experienced. Additional savings to be realized from Deep Skirt installation include:
less risk of taking green water through props, more load carrying capability, smoother ride,
increased visibility and less overall erosion/corrosion from salt/sand spray.
Our next project was to accelerate the installation of AER-451, Halon Squib kits to avoid the
costly replacement of both the Halon and ancillary electrical equipment when the RCCB
would fail. The cost of the kit is less than the cost of the Halon alone. This is clearly an area
where spending a little money can result in saving a lot of money. We currently have twothirds of our craft completed and project to have 100% installation of AER-451 by midCY2004.
We can never quite take enough credit for cost
avoidance measures in hull structural repairs. This
is truly our bread and butter. As mentioned in the
opening paragraph, these craft aren’t getting any
younger, and the negative effects the harsh environment in which the LCAC operates is not getting any
kinder. Our HTs will continue to take on bigger
workloads, as the Corrosion Control Inspections
(CCI) continue to identify areas that require repair.
We have had at a minimum one craft in repair (for
HT2 Reiss and HT2 Xiong perform
major structural repair/replacement) every single day major repairs to aft fuel tanks on
this past year. The cost to contract this much work
LCAC 82
could not be supported by our diminishing OPTAR.
The training and certification by our welding instructor, and the repair work efforts by the
technicians in both Maintenance Department and Det Maintenance were directly responsible
for keeping craft on cushion and successfully completing missions. Shop 26A expended
over 1,000 square feet of 5456 Aluminum plate and utilized thousands of man-hours while
saving ACU FIVE hundreds of thousands of dollars in outside contractor costs.
Pre-availability inspections recently identified deteriorated cable insulation requiring replacement. Deterioration of these cables could compromise safe operations by not providing
reliable power to equipment as required. Our GSEs have effectively replaced the cabling in
six engine compartments on three different craft. We have noticed that procurement of
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LCAC cabling through the stock system does not always match the size of what was originally installed. This will definitely cause some difficulty finding sufficient room in the cable
bulkhead penetration.
Engine / APU refurbishment has become a highlight here at ACU FIVE as we recently took on
the role of refurbishing APUs in support of SLEP Government Furnished Material. Our 31T
shop enjoys the staffing of both a FTSCPAC GT representative and a Marine Gas Turbine
Inspector. Together, these two experienced engine techs have provided a superior mentoring
program to groom our young GSs into spirited and professional engine repair technicians.
To better prepare our sailors for SLEP, we have sent them to ETF40B level 4 and 6 courses.
We are banking that this proactive approach coupled with OEM training will keep ACU FIVE
on the cutting edge and allow us to “fix our own” while saving money locally for the Program
Office.

MM2 Constantino enjoys his work
repairing LCAC air conditioners

Coolness is next to Godliness. This is only possible
through the good hard work efforts of the AC&R
technicians. They have done a tremendous job of
refurbishing old and deteriorated air conditioners in
spite of the fact that parts were harder to procure
from the OEM. Our AC&R guys have fought hard to
stay ahead of the demand by repairing and replacing
worn out compressors, evaporators, fans and
control units. These guys are definitely worth their
weight in Freon. Across the board - ALL of our
maintenance repair shops are doing a fantastic job
keeping LCACs mission ready.
Bottom-line in all this: “if it’s broken, bring it to us,…
we’ll fix it!”
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supply
ACU FOUR Supply Notes

T

he “War on Terrorism” continued in 2003 with Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, a massive deployment that required maximum participation from ACU FOUR. Supporting
Operation IRAQI FREEDOM required a Supply Department effort heretofore never
experienced since the LCAC program started almost 20 years ago. A record number of ACU
FOUR LCACs deployed in support of the war with Iraq, as 18 craft assembled in the Persian
Gulf. In order to accomplish such a huge undertaking, many sailors had to pull together
during the Christmas holiday period to plan and execute the logistical support needed for
each craft crew. From a Supply Department perspective, this meant ordering and pulling
four deployments pack-up kits (PUKs) worth of spare parts and hazardous materials. Additionally, over half the seaside storekeepers prepared for a deployment that was going to be
executed on very short notice. These individuals had the responsibility of assembling and
safeguarding over $20M of material that was required for the mission. For the shoreside
storekeepers, this meant long hours and cancelled holiday plans putting multiple tri-walls
together for on-load to the big deck amphibs.
The department formed the shoreside Storekeepers into teams that put together the massive
parts packages needed to support several three- to five-craft detachments. Each team
pulled and inventoried all the required material that constitutes a maintenance pack-up kit.
They then stored the parts in marked containers and annotated their location for easy reference by the seaside storekeepers. It normally takes three to four weeks to pull all the parts
and order deficiencies that are not in the warehouse. The teams for this project accomplished the same amount of work in less than two weeks for six deploying amphibious ships.
While the work required to support the Unit’s operational tempo was our primary focus this
past year, we have also been involved with several community initiatives designed to keep
supply support ahead in the battle against parts obsolescence and lack of parts availability.
In the area of pack-up kits, two key initiatives have come to the forefront to help reduce cost
and improve efficiency. PUKs normally cost $3.2M in material and can take up to 17 tri-walls
to build. Based on a COMNAVSURFPAC/ COMNAVSURFLANT initiative an advanced
modeling program is being used to develop a new PUK which contains less line items than
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the current 1,500 line item model but will provide the same amount of maintenance coverage
to ensure that the current 95% readiness level is maintained. Once implemented, sometime
in late FY03 or early FY04, the ACUs could see up to a 20% decrease in the amount of parts
that they need to send out with the deploying detachments. To further reduce the amount of
parts needed, some items normally carried by the deployers can be drawn instead from
shipboard supply departments, decreasing the number of parts that need to be sent.
Besides streamlining the PUKs, ACU FOUR’s Supply Department has adopted a more
efficient way of packing parts prior to sending them out on
deployment. Transitioning from large cardboard tri-walls
which are susceptible to inclement weather and are
difficult to move and stow, the department has purchased
75 large hard plastic containers which break down for
easy storage and can be assembled to hold parts safely
and securely for the afloat storekeeper. The stock number for this item is 3990-01-477-1832 and each one lists
for $192. While the new hard plastic containers are more
Durable cargo container in
expensive than the $50 cardboard tri-walls, they provide a
use with ACU FOUR
much longer shelf life. This translates to thousands of
dollars in savings over the life of the new product. Additionally, they stack easily and are durable enough for shipboard use, parts are not damaged
in transit, and locating parts for quick issues is a snap. Smaller compartmentalized plastic
containers are also used to stow small items. By utilizing a simple numbering system the
afloat storekeeper can easily find a part for issue by simply using a spreadsheet.
The battle to fight parts availability and parts obsolescence is active and continuing. However, it is encouraging that there is a very pro-active supply support LCAC community effort
in place to ensure everything possible is done to rectify existing problems.
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ACU FIVE Supply Notes

T

he Supply Department’s primary goal this year was in support of three Amphibious
Ready Groups supporting Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. Pack-up kits were built, predeployment guides were reviewed, and pack lists from CSS looked over. Pack-up kit
prior demands were analyzed; special tools, consumables, additional APUs, engines, lube oil
coolers, and extra skirt segments were purchased.
The massive undertaking of building three huge pack-up kits
was daunting. The three kits needed 1,200 line items of
repair parts per kit with ranges and depth of 95% and 98%
with a cost of $2.5M. The S-1 team constantly ran into
difficulty due to materials that were no longer stocked in the
system. Worldwide searches were initiated, and liaison with
the inventory managers, enabled the command to get repair
parts either in the system or on the open market. There
were a few instances that local manufactures were required
to alleviate the long lead-time and expensive costs. Our
Packing for war...
ACU FIVE Supply team would like to extend their appreciation to the assistance given to us from Mr. Whelan, Ms.
Hogue, and Mr. Clampitt all from CSS. Thanks to Mr. O’Keefe (DLA), and to Ms. Ray, Ms.
Hempt and Ms. Lippert from NAVICP, and the NAVSEA folks.
In addition to supporting Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, SKC (SW/AW) Pajarillo and the S-1
division continued their unparalleled support of our overseas customers and domestic force
in a timely manner. Despite the dwindling number of SK personnel due to transfer without
replacement, we processed over 1,500 receipts every month. So far our shipping section
moves in excess of 18,000 lbs. of cargo per month. Our bill for shipping costs is $29,000
per quarter. We also submitted our first Force Inventory Transmission Download to our
TYCOM as an initial step to warehouse capitalization.
The fuel farm has completed a complete preservation and rehabilitation of the fuel farm.
This Herculean effort seemed at times to be the impossible. The one 250,000 gallon tank
and the two 50,000 gallon tanks look like new. All local, state and federal environmental
inspectors have commented on how well the fuel tanks and associated areas look. The
HAZMAT division has adapted well to the recent manpower changes with the loss of two
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individuals with a plethora of knowledge and of replacement with one individual. The
HAZMAT team has been busy addressing issues with preservation too. Two HAZMAT storage lockers have been overcome by rust. A complete replacement of each locker’s roof was
needed. A new decking seal coat was applied to the entire HAZMAT area.
The Bachelor Enlisted Quarters (BEQ) received another milestone by winning their second
consecutive FIVE STAR Zumwalt Accreditation Award for FY-02. The Bachelor Housing
Management purchased multiple minor equipment for our residents’ use, such as 200 irons
and ironing boards, and 170 vacuum cleaners totaling over $20,000. In addition, the Management spent $5,000 for outdoor sand urns allocated through the buildings to minimize the
littering of cigarette butts around the BEQ compound. The MWR committee approved the
purchase of DVDs for our movie theater so that the BEQ could establish a new DVD library.
Recently Captain Susalla led a ribbon cutting ceremony for the grand opening of the horseshoe pit, a self-help project that took five days to build at a cost of $300. A lot of time and
effort was poured into this project by a few of our residents and staff led by MS2 (SW) Punu
and MS3 (SW/AW) Toews.
The Food Service Division continues to excel in all endeavors. Customer service could not
be better. The food service team has been able to meet or exceed all challenges put upon
them. From TYCOM inspections, Changes of Command, retirement set-ups command
special meetings, special VIP meals, and catering of the 2002 Fleet Support Conference.
We recently received our TYCOM NEY FIVE STAR Pre-Accreditation validation and are
poised once again to reach the goal of receiving a FIVE Star status. The entire Supply
Department continues to provide unparelled service to the fleet in support of LCAC operations locally and overseas. It does not matter if we are fueling craft, cooking meals for 700
personnel daily, providing berthing for over 160 BEQ residents, maintaining all environmental
HAZMAT, or issuing parts and tracking receipts, we are the premier operator in the fleet.
The Supply Department and the entire command would like to say Fair Winds and Following
Seas to our Supply Officer LT Shawn Henning. His guidance and leadership have been
instrumental in the numerous successes of the Supply Department. His wit, humor, computer savvy and extensive knowledge of supply logistics and financial acumen will be sorely
missed. We also wish to welcome LCDR Kelly (ACU FIVE prospective Supply Officer) and
SKCM (SW) Nelson (ACU FIVE prospective S-1 & Supply Department LCPO) both coming
from USS JOHN C. STENNIS (CVN 74).
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hail and farewell
Hail
Basem Makar, LCAC Power Train Project Engineer, PMS377J7
CAPT Doug Keiler, Commanding Officer, ACU FOUR
LCDR Chris Soat, Executive Officer, ACU FOUR
LCDR C.C. Williams, Maintenance Officer, ACU FOUR
LCDR Scott Hamlin, Supply Officer, ACU FOUR
LCDR Brian Adams, Executive Officer, ACU FIVE
LCDR Dave Hulke, Training Officer, ACU FIVE
LCDR George Kelley, Supply Officer, ACU FIVE
LT Brendan Eagan, Safety Officer, ACU FIVE
LT JG Jason Brown, Facilities Maintenance Officer, ACU FIVE
CWO2 Tony Thompson, Admin Officer, ACU FIVE
CMDCM Douglas Healy, Command Master Chief, ACU FIVE

Farewell
CAPT Steve Lehr, LCAC Acquisition and Life Cycle Manager, PMS377J
Janis Viksne, LCAC Senior Project Engineer, PMS377J6
Roger Yee, LCAC Power Train Project Engineer, PMS377J7
CAPT Tony Heimer, Commanding Officer, ACU FOUR
CDR Mark Fields, Executive Officer, ACU FOUR
LCDR Rick Shelar, Maitenance Officer, ACU FOUR
LCDR Ron Roberson, Supply Officer, ACU FOUR
CDR Mark Volpe, Executive Officer, ACU FIVE
LCDR Jeff Silvas, Repair Officer, ACU FIVE
LT Shawn Henning, Supply Officer, ACU FIVE
CMDCM Timothy Haley, Command Master Chief, ACU FIVE
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